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Abstract
Let G be a "nite group and E is a suitable generalised cohomology theory. We de"ne and study a ring
C(E,G) that is the best-possible approximation to EBG that can be built using knowledge of the complex
representations of G. We give a description of C(E,G) in terms of generalised characters, and we study
some cases in which the map C(E,G)PEBG is an isomorphism.  2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights
reserved.
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Introduction
Let G be a "nite group, and let EH be a generalised cohomology theory, subject to certain
technical conditions (`admissibilitya in the sense of [5]) recalled in Section 1. Our aim in this paper
is to de"ne and study a certain ring C(E,G) that is in a precise sense the best-possible approxima-
tion to EBG that can be built using only knowledge of the complex representation theory of G.
There is a natural map C(E,G)PEBG, whose image is the subring CM (E,G) EBG generated
over E by all Chern classes of all complex representations. There is ample precedent for
considering this subring in the parallel case of ordinary cohomology; see for example [15,16,4].
However, although the generators of CM (E,G) come from representation theory, the same cannot be
said for the relations; one purpose of our construction is to remedy this. We also develop a kind of
generalised character theory which gives good information about C(E,G).
*Tel.:#44-114-222-3852; fax:#44-114-222-3769.
E-mail address: n.p.strickland@she$eld.ac.uk (N.P. Strickland).
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Rather than working directly with rings, we will study the formal schemesX(G)"spf(EBG) and
X

(G)"spf(C(E,G)); note that the map C(E,G)PEBG corresponds to a map X(G)PX

(G).
See [5,9,12] for foundational material on formal schemes. Suitably interpreted, our main de"nition
is thatX

(G) is the scheme of homomorphisms from the -semiringR(G) of complex representa-
tions of G to the -semiring scheme of divisors on the formal group  associated to E.
In the light of earlier work on ordinary cohomology, it is natural to ask whether our approxima-
tion could be improved by incorporating transfers of Chern classes. At present we know very little
about how to interpret transfers in terms of formal groups, so we are unable to give a satisfactory
answer.
We start by "xing some conventions in Section 1. We then recall the basic theory of -semirings
(Section 2), set up the parallel theory of -semiring schemes, and de"ne the -semiring scheme of
divisors (Section 3). We then recall the de"nition of Adams operations and study their basic
properties (Section 4). Using this we give a precise de"nition ofX

(G) and an implicit presentation
of C(E,G) by generators and relations (Section 5). In Section 6, we work out the case of the
symmetric group 

at the prime 3, and show that X(

)"X

(

). In Section 7 we show that
X(G)"X

(G) when G is Abelian, and in Section 8 we show that the same is true when E
is the p-adic completion of complex K-theory and G is a p-group. We then use Adams
operations to reduce certain questions to the Sylow subgroup of G (Section 9) and to prove
that X

(G) is "nite over X"spf(E) (Section 10). In Section 11, we recall the Hopkins}
Kuhn}Ravenel generalised character theory, which relates EBG to the set (G) of
conjugacy classes of homomorphisms 

PG. We give a parallel (but less precise) relationship
between C(E,G) and the set 

(G) of -semiring homomorphisms R(G)P[(

/

)].
These descriptions are related by a map :(G)P

(G). In Section 12, we compare (G)
and 

(G) with two other sets that are sometimes easier to understand. We next return to
examples: in Section 14 we show that X(

)"X

(

) at the prime 2, and in Section 15 we
do the same for the quaternion group Q

. In Section 16 we study (G) and 

(G) when G is
an extraspecial group at an odd prime (they are not the same, but the di!erence is easy to
understand). We then show that a certain approach which appears more precise actually captures
no more information (Section 17). We conclude in Section 18 by proving a result in representation
theory that was used in Section 9.
1. Notation and conventions
Fix a prime p. Throughout this paper, E will denote a p-local generalised cohomology theory
with an associative and unital product. We write E for E(point), so EH is a -graded ring and E is
an ungraded ring. We assume that E has the following properties:
1. E is a commutative complete local Noetherian ring, with maximal ideal m say.
2. E"0 whenever k is odd.
3. E contains a unit (so EXKEX for all X).
4. Either p'2 and E is commutative, or p"2 and E is quasi-commutative, which means that
there is a natural derivation Q:EXPEX and an element v3E such that 2v"0 and
ab!(!1)ba"vQ(a)Q(b) for all a, b3EHX.
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There is one more condition, which needs some background explanation. Note that the
quasi-commutativity condition means that whenever EX"0, the ring EX is commutative
(in the usual ungraded sense). In particular, EH"EH(point) is commutative. A collapsing Atiyah}
Hirzebruch spectral sequence argument shows that
EHP	KEH) HHP	"EH) y"EHy,
where y3EI P	; it follows that E is complex-orientable.We can multiply y by a unit in E to get
an element x3EI P	 such that EHP	"EHx. We "x such an element x once and for all
(although we will state our results in a form independent of this choice as far as possible). This gives
rise in the usual way to a formal group law F over E.
5. In addition to the above properties, we will assume that the reduction of Fmodulo the maximal
ideal of E has height n(R.
In the language of [5], our conditions say that E is a K(n)-local admissible theory. The only
di!erence is that previously we insisted that E should be commutative rather than quasi-com-
mutative; the reader can easily check that everything in [5] goes through in the quasi-commutative
case.
We will describe our results in the language of formal schemes. Most of the formal schemes that
we consider have the form spf(R), where R is a complete local Noetherian E-algebra. For these the
foundational setting discussed in [9] is satisfactory: one can regard the category of formal schemes
as the opposite of the category of complete semilocal Noetherian rings and continuous homomor-
phisms. We also make some use of formal schemes such as spf(


Ec

, c

,2); these can be
treated in an ad hoc way, or one can use the foundations developed in [12]. The older category of
formal schemes embeds as a full subcategory of the newer one.
De5nition 1.1. We letX be the formal scheme spf(E), and write for the formal group spf(EP	)
overX. Note that our element x3EI P	 can be regarded as a coordinate on, with the property
that
x(a#b)"F(x(a),x(b))"x(a)#

x(b).
Remark 1.2. Many of our constructions work with an arbitrary formal group  over a formal
schemeX; it is not usually necessary to assume that comes from a cohomology theory, although
that is the case of most interest for us.
We will let G denote a "nite group. We write e"e(G) for the exponent of G, in other words the
least common multiple of the orders of the elements. We factor this in the form e"pe"p	e(G),
where eO0 (mod p). We also choose a Sylow p-subgroup P)G.
2. -(Semi)rings
We will use the following de"nition:
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De5nition 2.1. A semiring is a set R equipped with the following structure:
 A commutative and associative addition law with neutral element (written as 0); we do not
assume that there are additive inverses.
 A commutative and associative multiplication law with neutral element 1, which distributes over
addition.
A -semiring is a semiring R equipped with maps :RPR for k*0 satisfying (x)"1 and
(x)"x and (x#y)"



(x)(y).
A -ring is a -semiring which has additive inverses.
The initial -semiring is  and the initial -ring is ; in both cases we have
(n)"(

)"n(n!1)2(n!k#1)/k!.
De5nition 2.2. An -augmented -semiring is a -semiring R equipped with a homomorphism
dim:RP of -semirings. A -augmented -ring is a -ring R equipped with a homomorphism
dim:RP of -rings.
Example 2.3. Let R(G) be the semiring of isomorphism classes of complex representations of G. It
is well known that this is a -semiring with operations  given by exterior powers. There is an
augmentation dim:R(G)P sending each representation to its dimension.
Example 2.4. Let A be an Abelian group, and let[A] be the group semiring of A, in other words
the set of expressions 

n

[a] with n

3 and n

"0 for all but "nitely many a. Equivalently, we
have [A]"Z

A/

. This has a canonical structure as a -semiring, with
([a

]#2#[a

])"

[a


#2#a


],
where the sum on the right runs over all lists I"(i

,2, i ) such that 1)i(2(i)n. There is
an augmentation dim:[A]P de"ned by
dim([a

]#2#[a

])"n.
If A is "nite and AH"Hom(A,S) then [A]"R(AH) as -semirings.
Example 2.5. For any space X, let Vect(X) denote the semiring of isomorphism classes of
complex vector bundles over X. This is a -semiring with operations as for R(G). We will always
allow vector bundles to have di!erent dimensions over di!erent components of the base, so we do
not have a natural map dim:Vect(X)P. We write Vect

(X) for the set of isomorphism classes of
bundles all of whose "bres have dimension d, and we put Pic(X)"Vect

(X)KH(X). This is an
Abelian group, and there is an evident map [Pic(X)]PVect(X). In the case X"BG, there is
a well-known homomorphism R(G)PVect(BG) sending a representation < to the bundle
<
	
EG.
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Remark 2.6. In the important examples of -(semi)rings, some extra identities hold that relate the
elements 
(x) and 
(xy) to the elements (x) and (y). For many purposes it would be preferable
to take these identities as part of the de"nition of a -(semi)ring. However, it turns out that this
would make no di!erence for us and the identities are complicated (particularly in the semiring
case) so we omit them. In Section 17 we will discuss an approach which is apparently even more
precise, and show that it actually gives no more information than our approach using -semirings
without extra identities.
Remark 2.7. Let R be a -semiring, and let R be its Grothendieck completion, or in other words
the group completion of R considered as a monoid under addition. It is well known that this can
be made into a -ring in a canonical way, and that any homomorphism from R to a -ring
factors uniquely through R. Moreover, if R is augmented over  then R is augmented over .
Example 2.8. The Grothendieck completion of R(G) is of course the ring R(G) of virtual
representations of G, and the completion of[A] is the group ring [A]. We write Vect(X) for the
Grothendieck completion of Vect(X). It is well-known that the complex K-theory K(X) is
a -augmented -semiring and that there is a natural map Vect(X)PK(X) which is an isomor-
phism whenever X is compact Hausdor!.
Remark 2.9. We will occasionally use the notation [A]"[A] and [A]

"A/

L[A].
3. -(Semi)ring schemes
The theory of -semirings is an instance of universal algebra: it is de"ned in terms of operations
:RPR with k"0,1 or 2, and identities between operations derived from these. It is thus formal
to de"ne the notion of a -semiring object in any categoryC with "nite products: such a thing is an
object R3C equipped with maps
0,1: 1PR,
#,:RPR,
:RPR for all k3
making the evident diagrams commute. (Here the object 13C is the terminal object.) Similar
remarks apply to -rings.
Next, suppose that C has arbitrary coproducts such that the natural map
Z


X


>

PZ


X


Z

X

is always an isomorphism. We then have a product-preserving functor SCS
M
:"Z


1 from sets to
C, so  is a -semiring object in C. Similarly,  is a -ring object in C.
Example 3.1. Take C"hMT, the homotopy category of unbased CW-complexes. We have a
functor Vect(!) from hMT to the category of -semirings, which is represented by the
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spaceZ

B;(d). It follows by Yoneda's lemma thatZ

B;(d) is a -semiring in hMT. Similarly, the
functor K(!) from hMT to the category of -rings is represented by the -ring space B;.
Note that in this context the object is just the discrete space and similarly for , soZ

B;(d) is
augmented over  and B; is augmented over .
Now letX be a formal scheme, and consider the categoryXK

of category of formal schemes over
X in the sense of [12]. For simplicity, we will assume thatX is solid, which means thatX"spf(O

)
for some formal ring O

. LetA be the category of discrete O

-algebras, and letF be the category
of functors from A to sets. The category XK

can be regarded as a subcategory of F (cf. [12,
Remark 2.1.5]), and the inclusion XK

PF preserves products.
We will refer to -(semi)ring objects in XK

as -(semi)ring schemes (suppressing the words
`formala and `over Xa for brevity).
Let  be an ordinary formal group over X, in other words a commutative group object in
XK

that is isomorphic in XK

to K 

"spf(O

x). We can then de"ne the schemes
Div

()"/

,
Div()"Z


Div

(),
Div

()"lim

Div

(),
Div()"Div

(),
Div

()"d	Div

()LDiv().
More detailed de"nitions are given in [12, Section 5], where it is also explained how these formal
schemes relate to the theory of divisors on . In [12, Proposition 6.2.7] it is observed that:
1. Div() is the free commutative monoid object in C generated by .
2. Div() is the free commutative group object in C generated by .
3. Div

() is the free commutative monoid object generated by  considered as a based object in
C, which is the same as the free commutative group object generated by considered as a based
object in C.
Moreover, all these universal properties are stable under base change: if X is a formal scheme
over X then Div()

X is the free commutative monoid in XK

generated by 

X and
so on.
Recall that O"Ox and thus O"Ox ,2, x. If c denotes the coe$cient of t in



(t!x


) then O
 
"O

c

,2, c and O"Oc ,2, c. There are also
isomorphisms
O
 
"O

c

, c

,2,
O

"


O

c

, c

,2.
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Using these, one sees that Div

() is a closed subscheme of Div

(), and Div() is a closed
subscheme of Div().
If E is an even periodic ring spectrum, X"spec(


E) and "spf(EP	) then there are
natural isomorphisms
spf(EB;(d))"Div

(),
spf(EB;)"Div

(),
spf(E(B;))"Div().
This is just a translation of well-known calculations; details are given in [12, Section 8].
Proposition 3.2. Let  be an ordinary formal group over a scheme X. Then Div() has a natural
structure as a -semiring scheme, and Div() has a natural structure as a -ring scheme.
Moreover, there is a canonical homomorphism dim:Div()P of -ring schemes, which sends
Div

() to d.
Proof. Recall that F is the category of functors from discrete O

-algebras to sets. De"ne
R, R3F by R(A)"[(A)] and R(A)"[(A)]. It is clear that R is a -semiring object in
F, and R is a -ring object.
There is an evident inclusion j:"Div

()PDiv(). As Div() is a commutative monoid
scheme, the set Div()(A) is a commutative monoid for all A3A. As R(A) is the free com-
mutative monoid generated by the set (A), there is a unique homomorphism :
R(A)PDiv()(A) extending j. These maps are natural in A so we get a map :RPDiv()
inF. If we interpret the colimits in XK

then we have Div()"Z

/

; this translates to the
statement that Div() is the initial example of a formal scheme in XK

equipped with a map
RPDiv() inF. By similar arguments, we "nd that Div() is the initial example of a formal
scheme over X with a map :RPDiv() in F. Moreover, one can check that the schemes
Div() and Div() enjoy the evident analogous universal properties for all k*0.
It now follows that there is a unique map : Div()Div()PDiv() making the
following diagram commute:
Similarly, all the other structure maps for the -semiring structure on R induce
operations on Div(), and one checks easily that this makes Div() into a -semiring scheme.
A similar argument works for Div(). It is clear that there is a map dim:Div()P as
described. 
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The above-semiring structure can be made more explicit as follows. Let c

3O

x

,2,x be
de"ned by




(t!x


)" 


c


x
.
Let p

(c

,2, c , c ,2, c) be de"ned by







(t!(x


#

x

))" 

p

t.
Suppose d, r3 and put N"(

). Let q

(c

,2, c) be de"ned by


t!



x

"



q

t,
where the sum on the left runs over all lists I"(i

,2, i ) such that 1)i(2(i)d. Then the
multiplication map
:Div

()Div

()PDiv

()
corresponds to the map
O

c

,2, cPOc ,2, c , c ,2, c
(of formal O

-algebras) sending c

to p

. Similarly, the map corresponding to
:Div

()PDiv

() sends c

to q

.
4. Adams operations
We now recall the theory of Adams operations in -semirings; for a more detailed exposition see
[7], for example.
Let R be a -ring. For any a3R we can form the power series


(a)" 

(a)(!t)3Rt.
This is equal to 1mod t and thus is invertible in Rt. It is easy to check that 

(0)"1 and


(a#b)"

(a)

(b).
We next de"ne


(a)"!t

(a)d

(a)/dt3Rt
and let (a) be the coe$cient of t in 

(a). This de"nes an additive map :RPR, called the kth
Adams operation.
Now consider the case R"[A] for some Abelian group A. It is not hard to see that



n


[a


]"


n


[a


]"


n


[ka


],
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so  is just the map induced by the homomorphism k.1

:APA. Thus, if A is actually a 

-
module or a 

-module, then there is a natural way to de"ne :[A]P[A] for all k3

or
k3

as appropriate. Moreover, we see that  is a ring homomorphism which preserves the
semiring [A] and the subsets [A]

, and that " and ".
Now consider the -ring scheme Div(). As our original de"nition of  is natural, we evidently
get morphisms
:Div()PDiv()
of schemes. It is well known that is actually a 

-module scheme, or in terms of our coordinate,
that one can de"ne the series [k]

(x) in a sensible way for all k3

. This means that each ring
[(A)] admits Adams operations  for all k3

, with properties as above. The argument of
Proposition 3.2 shows that:
 We can de"ne operations  on Div() for all k3

, extending the de"nition given previously.
 These maps are maps of ring schemes, induced by the maps k :P.
 We have " for all j, k3

, and " for all k3

and j3.
 The map  preserves Div

(), Div() and Div

()"/

for all d.
Lemma 4.1. For any discrete O

-algebra A, the group (A) is a p-torsion group.
Proof. Our coordinate x gives an isomorphism x :(A)PK (A)"Nil(A) (the set of nilpotents in
A). As p lies in the maximal ideal of E"O

and A is a discrete O

-algebra, we see that p"03A
for some r, and thus [p](x) is divisible by x in Ax. It follows that [p](x) is divisible by x. For
any a3(A) we have x(a)"0 for large s, so x(pa)"0 for large s, so pa"0 for large m as
required. 
Lemma 4.2. Let A be a discrete O

-algebra, and suppose we have a divisor D3Div()(A). Then
(D)"dim(D)[0] whenever the p-adic valuation v

(k) is suzciently large.
Proof. First suppose that D3Div

()(A). We can then choose a faithfully #at map APA such
that the image of D in Div

()(A) has the form 


[a


]. The map Div

()(A)PDiv

()(A)
is automatically injective, so it su$ces to show that for large m we have
(


[a


])"


[pa


]"d[0], which is immediate from the previous lemma.
Now suppose that D3Div

()(A). We can then write D in the form D!e[0] for some
D3Div

()(A) and we reduce easily to the previous case.
Finally, consider a general divisor D3Div

()(A), which need not have constant dimension.
Instead, we have a splitting A"A

2A

giving a bijection Div()(A)"


Div()(A


) under
whichD becomes an r-tuple (D

,2,D ) withD
3Div
 ()(A
) for some integers d
 . This means that
dim(D) becomes (d

,2, d ) under the bijection (A)"
(A
). The cases considered previously
imply that
D"(D

,2,D )"(d[0],2, d[0])"dim(D)[0]
when v

(k)<0, as required. 
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Now consider instead the -ring R(G). In this case we can de"ne Adams operations  for k3,
and it is well known that in terms of characters we have
(g)" (g).
As a virtual representation is determined by its character and dim(<)"

(1), it follows easily that
 is a degree-preservingmap of -rings and that ". Moreover, if e is the exponent of G (in
other words, least common multiple of the orders of the elements) then  depends only on the
congruence class of kmodulo e. If k is coprime to e (or equivalently, to G), it follows that "1
for some j, so  is an isomorphism. In this case the map gC g is a bijection, and it follows easily
that  preserves the usual inner product on R(G). A virtual representation < is an irreducible
honest representation i! 

(1)'0 and <,<"1, and it follows that  sends irreducibles to
irreducibles and thus sends R

(G) to R

(G). (Cf. [8, Exercise 9.4].)
However, if k is not coprime to e then  need not preserve R(G). For example, takeG"

, let
 be the nontrivial one-dimensional representation, and let  be the irreducible two-dimensional
representation. We then have ()"#1! R(G).
Lemma 4.3. Let p be the p-part of the exponent of G. Then for any homomorphism f :R(G)P
Div()(A) of -rings and any <3R

(G) we have f (<)3Div

() and f (<)"d[0].
Proof. Let the exponent of G be e"pe, where e is coprime to p. The map  : Div()PDiv() is
an isomorphism and "xes d[0], and " so it su$ces to show that f (<)"d[0]. To see
this note that f (<)"f (<) and (g)"(g)"(1)"d for all g, so < is the trivial
representation of rank d. As f is a ring map, we have f (<)"f (d)"d[0], as required.
This implies that f (<)"d[0] for k<0 but Lemma 4.2 says that f (<)"dim(f (<))[0] for
k<0, so dim(f (<))"d, so f (<)3Div

() as claimed. 
5. Chern approximations
De5nition 5.1. Let G be a "nite group, and let A be a discrete O

-algebra. We de"ne a functor
X

(G) from discrete O

-algebras to sets by
X

(G)(A)"homomorphisms R(G)PDiv()(A) of -semirings	.
We writeC(E,G) for the ring O
 	
of natural transformations fromX

(G) to the forgetful functor
. We also put X(G)"spf(EBG). We refer to C(E,G) as the Chern approximation to EBG, and
to X

(G) as the Chern approximation to X(G).
Remark 5.2. We say that a homomorphism f :R(G)PDiv()(A) of -rings is positive if
f (R(G))-Div()(A). It is clear from Remark 2.7 that X

(G)(A) bijects naturally with the set of
positive homomorphisms R(G)PDiv()(A), and we will implicitly use this identi"cation where
convenient. We also see from Lemma 4.3 that positive homomorphisms satisfy
f (R

(G))-Div

()(A).
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Proposition 5.3. The functorX

(G) is a formal scheme over X. The ringC(E,G)"O
 	
is a quotient
of a formal power series ring in xnitely many variables overO

(and thus is a complete Noetherian local
ring).
Proof. Let<

,2,< be the irreducible representations of G, and let d ,2, d be their degrees. We
assume that these are ordered so that <

is the trivial representation of rank one. There are then
natural numbers m


and l


for r*0 and 1)i, j, k)h such that
<


<

K

m


)<

,
<


K

l


)<

.
(Here m )= means the direct sum of m copies of =.)
To give a homomorphism f :R(G)PDiv()(A) is the same as to give divisors
D


"f (<


)3Div


() for i"1,2, h such that
D


D

"


m


D

,
D


"

l


D

.
This exhibits X

(G)(A) as the equaliser of a pair of maps from 


Div


() to



Div


()


Div
(


)
().
In particular, this is a pair of maps between formal schemes over X, so the equaliser is a formal
scheme over X.
More explicitly, we haveX

(G)"spf(C(E,G)), whereC(E,G) is de"ned as follows. We start with
O

and adjoin power series variables c


for i"1,2, h and k"1,2, d
 , and put c
"1. We then
put f


(t)"


c


t
 and impose the relations obtained by equating coe$cients in the following
identities between polynomials:




p

  
(c

H , cH)t

"

f

(t)
 ,



q


(c

H)t"

f

(t)
 where N"
d


r  .
The resulting quotient ring is C(E,G). 
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We next explain how to compare X

(G) to X(G). Let GM be the category whose objects are Lie
groups, and whose morphisms are the conjugacy classes of continuous homomorphisms. We then
have a natural map
R(G)"Z

GM (G,;(d)) P hMTBG,Z

B;(d) 	
&&&PXK

(X(G),Div()).
By taking adjoints, we obtain a mapX(G)PMap(R(G),Div()), and one checks easily that this
actually lands in the subscheme X

(G)LMap(R(G),Div()) of -semiring homomorphisms.
We thus have a natural map

	
:X(G)PX

(G).
In terms of our explicit description of C(E,G), the map H :C(E,G)PEBG sends c


to the kth
Chern class of the representation <


.
It is natural to ask whether a homomorphism f :R(G)PDiv()(A) of -rings is automatically
positive.We next show that we always have f (R

(G))-Div

()K, but the corresponding claim
for d'1 seems to be false.
Proposition 5.4. If D3Div

()(A) and (D)"0 for all k'1 then D3Div

()(A).
Proof. We can write D"E!e[0] for some e*0 and E3Div

()(A). Put D"E3
Div

(). We have E"D#e[0] so
D" 



(D)(e[0])"(D)(e[0])"D,
so D3Div

() as claimed. 
Corollary 5.5. If ¸3R

(G) and f :R(G)PDiv()(A) is a map of -rings then f (¸)3Div

().
Proof. Clearly ¸"0 for k'1 so f (¸)"0 for k'1, and f (¸)3Div

()(A) by Lemma 4.3 so
f (¸)3Div

() by the proposition. 
Proposition 5.6. For suitable formal groups  and rings A, there exist divisors D3Div

()(A) such
that D"0 for k'2 but D Div

().
Proof. We will assume that O

"

, so p"2. Suppose that a, b3(A) and 2a"2b"0. Put
c"a#b so 2a"2b"2c"a#b#c"0, and put E"[a]#[b]#[c] and D"E![0].
Then E"[a#b]#[b#c]#[c#a]"[c]#[a]#[b]"E and E"[0]"1 so


(E)"1#tE#tE#t"(1#tD#t)(1#t), so 

(D)"1#tD#t. Thus D"0 for k'2.
If D is in Div

()(A) we must have x(a)x(b)x(c)"c

(E)"c

(D#[0])"0. Note also that
x(c)"x(a!b)"x(a)!

x(b), which is a unit multiple of x(a)!x(b), so the condition is equivalent
to x(a)x(b)"x(a)x(b). The universal example for A is O

y, z/([2](y),[2](z))"

[y, z]/(y, z)
(where y"x(a), z"x(b)). Clearly in this case we have yzOyz so D Div

(). 
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6. The group 

In this section we work through the case where G"

and E is the 2-periodic version of
Morava K-theory at the prime 3 with height 2. Many constructions discussed here will be
generalised later. Recall that the coe$cient ring is EH"

[u, u], where u"!2.
We have a coordinate x on  such that
x(!a)"[!1](x(a))"!x(a),
x(3a)"[3](x(a))"x(a),
x(a#b)"x(a)#

x(b)"x(a)#x(b) (modx(a)x(b))
for all a, b3. (The "rst equation is true because the formal group law F associated to E has an
integral lift whose logarithm log

(x)"

x/3 satis"es log

(!x)"!log

(x). The second is
well known, and the third follows from [9, Lemma 80].)
De"ne y, z :Div

()P by y([a]#[b])"x(a)x(b) and
z([a]#[b])"x(([a]#[b]))"x(a#b)"x(a)#

x(b)
(which is a unit multiple of x(a)#x(b)). One checks that O
 
"

y, z. If we letZ"SDiv

()
be the scheme of divisors D3Div

() such that (D)"[0] then it follows that
O

"

y, z/z"

y. There is an evident map  :PZ de"ned by (b)"[b]#[!b], and
y((b))"x(b)x(!b)"!x(b) so the map H : 

yP

x sends y to!x. In particular, we
see that  is "nite and faithfully #at, with degree two.
Next, note that
(b)"[2b]#[!2b]#2[0]"((b))#2[0]
as  is faithfully #at, it follows that D"D#2[0] for any D3Z.
Let > be the scheme of divisors D3Z such that (D)"D. To analyse this, note that
x(2b)"x(!b#3b)"[!1](x(b))#

[3](x(b))"!x(b)#x(b) (modx(b)),
so
!x(2b)"!x(b)!x(b) (modx(b)),
or in other words
y((b))"y((b))!y((b)) (mod y((b))).
As  is faithfully #at, we deduce that
y((D))"y(D)!y(D) (mod y(D))
for all D3Z. It follows that ()Hy!y is a unit multiple of y in 

y and thus that
O

"

[y]/y.
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The character table of G"

is
1  
1 1 1 2
1.2 1 !1 0
3 1 1 !1
From this we see that
R(G)"[,]/(!1, !, !!1!).
The only interesting -operation is that ()".
Let f :R(G)PDiv()(A) be a -semiring homomorphism, in other words a point of X

(G).
As Div

()K, there is a unique point a3 such that f ()"[a]. We also write
D"f ()3Div

(). As f is a map of -semirings, these satisfy
[2a]"[a]"f ()"f (1)"[0],
[a]D"f ()"f ()"D,
D"f ()"f (#1#)"D#[0]#[a],
D"f ()"f ()"[a].
As we work mod 3, the map 2 :P is an isomorphism so the "rst equation gives a"0, so the
second equation is automatic and the last equation says that D3Z. Thus, the third equation
becomes
D#2[0]"D"D#2[0].
The semiring Div() embeds in the ring Div() so we can cancel to see that (D)"D, so D3>.
We can thus de"ne a map  :X

(G)P> by ( f )"f (). One can check that the whole argument is
reversible, so  is an isomorphism and
C(E,G)"O
 	
KO

"

[y]/y.
We also have a short exact sequence C

PGPC

leading to an Atiyah}Hirzebruch}Serre
spectral sequence
H(C

;EBC

)NEBG.
We have EHBC

"

[u
][x]/x (where u"2 and x"0), and C

acts on this by uC u and
xC [!1](x)"!x. Because C

has order coprime to 3 we see that the spectral sequence
collapses to an isomorphism
EHBG"(EHBC

) "EH[y]/y,
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where y"!x. After some comparison of de"nitions we see that the map 
	
:X(G)PX

(G) is
an isomorphism.
7. The Abelian case
Theorem 7.1. If G is Abelian then 
	
:X(G)PX

(G) is an isomorphism.
Proof. Put GH"Hom(G,S), so R(G)"[GH], and let A be an O

-algebra. If f :[GH]P
Div()(A) is a -semiring homomorphism, then f induces a group homomorphism
f  :GH"R

(G)P(A)"Div

()(A). Conversely, given a group homomorphism f  :GHP(A)
we get a map R(G)"[GH]P[(A)] of -semirings. We can compose this with the map
[(A)]PDiv()(A) in the proof of Proposition 3.2 to get a map R(G)PDiv()(A), or in
other words a point of X

(G)(A). One checks that these constructions give a bijection
Hom(GH,(A))KX

(G)(A), or equivalently an isomorphism Hom(GH,)KX

(G). There
is also an isomorphism X(G)KHom(GH,) (see [5, Proposition 2.9]), so we have an
isomorphism X(G)KX

(G). A straightforward comparison of de"nitions shows that this is the
same as 
	
. 
8. The height one case
In this section we choose a prime p and let E be the p-complete complexK-theory spectrum. We
thus have X"spf(

), so discrete O

-algebras are just p-torsion rings. We also have "K

, so
(A)"u3A  1!u is nilpotent	.
Theorem 8.1. If E is the p-adic complex K-theory spectrum and G is a p-group then the map

	
:X(G)PX

(G) is an isomorphism.
The rest of this section constitutes the proof. We "x a p-group G and write "
	
for brevity.
The "rst ingredient is the Atiyah}Segal completion theorem. In the case of a p-group, this says
that
O
	
"EBG"

R(G).
We know that Div(K

) is the free ring scheme generated by the group schemeK

. Recall that the
a$ne line  is just the forgetful functor from p-torsion rings to sets. This is a ring scheme in
a natural way, and it contains K

as a subgroup of its group of units. We thus have a ring map
 : Div(K

)P
extending the inclusion of K

in . If D"


n


[u


]3Div(K

)(A) then (D)"



n


u


3(A)"A.
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Next, recall that Div

(K

)"K 

/

, so to describe a function f : Div

(K

)P it su$ces to
give the symmetric function fM :K 

P such that
f




[u


]"fM (u ,2, u ).
Let 

:P be the jth elementary symmetric function and de"ne
c



[u


]" (1!u ,2, 1!u ),
a



[u


]"(u ,2, u),
a



[u


]"a


[u


]!
d
j .
Recall that O
 K  
is the set of all maps Div

(K

)P, so c

, a

and a

can be viewed as elements
of this ring. The function uC 1!u is a coordinate on the formal group K

so a well-known
argument gives an isomorphism
O
 K  
"

c

,2, c.
It is not hard to deduce that
O
 K  
"

a

,2, a,
which is the completion of the ring 

[a

,2, a] at the ideal generated by the elements
a


"a


!(


). Note also that a

(D)"(D) for D3Div

(K

).
Lemma 8.2. For any divisor D3Div

(K

) we have a

(D)"((D)).
Proof. We may assume that D"


[u


] for some elements u

,2, u3K  . For any I-1,2, d	
with I"j we put u

"



u


. We then have D"

[u

] and thus
(D)"

u

"

(u

,2, u )"a(D). 
Let < be a complex vector bundle over a space Z with associated projective bundle P<, and let
(<)"spf(EP<) be the corresponding divisor on  over spf(EZ). If <"


¸


for some
complex line bundles ¸


then each ¸


can be regarded as an element of EZ"K(Z;

), and one
sees easily that (<)"


[¸


] so a

((<))"

(¸

,2,¸ )"(<). By the splitting principle we
see that
((<))"a

((<))"(<)
even when < does not split as a sum of line bundles.
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Now consider the case Z"BG and suppose that < comes from a representation of G, which we
also call<. Suppose we have a point x3X(G)(A) for some p-torsion ring A, corresponding to a ring
map x( :EBGPA. One can now check from the de"nitions that (x)(<)"x( H ((<)), so
f ((x)(<))"x( ( f ((<))) for any f3O
 K  
. In particular, we have
a

((x)(<))"x( (a

((<)))"x( ((<)).
We can now construct the map  :X

(G)PX(G) that will turn out to be inverse to . Let A be
a p-torsion ring. A positive homomorphism f3X

(G)(A) gives rise to a homomorphism


 f :R(G)P(A)"A, which factors canonically through 

R(G)"EBG"O
	
because
A is a p-torsion ring. This gives a continuous homomorphism O
	
PA, or in other words a point
ofX(G)(A), which we call ( f ). This construction gives a natural map  :X

(G)PX(G), as required.
Suppose we start with a point x3X(G)(A), corresponding to a ring map x( :

R(G)"
EBGPA. We need to check that (x)"x, or equivalently that 

((x)(<))"x( (<) for all
<3

R(G), and it will su$ce to do this for all honest representations<3R

(G) for all d. In that
context we have "a

so


((x)(<))"a

((x)(<))"x( ((<))"x( (<)
as required. Thus "1
	
.
Suppose instead that we start with a point f3X

(G)(A), in other words a positive homomor-
phism f:R(G)PDiv(K

)(A). We need to check that ((( f )))(<)"f (<)3Div

(K

)(A) for all
<3R

(G). To see this, note that
a

((( f ))(<))"( f )Y ((<))
"( f ((<)))
"(( f (<)))
"a

( f (<)).
It follows that a

((( f ))(<))"a

( f (<)) and the functions a

generate O
 K  
so (( f ))(<)"f (<),
as required. This shows that "1
 	
, so  is an isomorphism as claimed.
9. Reduction to the Sylow subgroup
By a well-known transfer argument, if P is a Sylow p-subgroup of G then the restriction map
EBGPEBP is injective, and similar methods give some control over the image. In this section we
develop some analogous results for the approximation C(E,G) to EBG. Let I be the kernel of the
restriction map R(G)PR(P) (which is independent of the choice of P). Note that R(G)/I is
isomorphic to the image of the restriction map, so it is a free Abelian group of "nite rank and it
inherits a -ring structure. We write (R(G)/I) for the image of R(G) in R(G)/I, which is
isomorphic to the image ofR(G) inR(P). This is a-semiring whose Grothendieck completion is
R(G)/I. However, it need not be isomorphic to  as a semigroup under addition for any k.
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Proposition 9.1. Any -ring homomorphism f:R(G)PDiv()(A) factors through R(G)/I.
Proof. As usual, we let the exponent of G be e"pe, where e is coprime to p. If <3I and g3G has
p-power order then g is conjugate to an element of P and thus 

(g)"0. If g is an arbitrary element
of g then the order of g divides pe so the order of g divides p, so 

(g)"0. This proves that
(<)"0, so ( f (<))"0 in Div()(A). However, the action of  on Div()(A) is induced by the
action of e on , which is invertible because e is coprime to p. This implies that f (<)"0 as
claimed. 
Corollary 9.2. X

(G) is the scheme of -semiring maps (R(G)/I)PDiv(), or equivalently the
scheme of -ring maps R(G)/IPDiv() that carry (R(G)/I) into Div().
Example 9.3. Suppose that there exists a retraction of G onto P. Then the restriction map
R(G)PR(P) is a split surjection, and we see that (R(G)/I)"R(P) and so X

(G)"X

(P).
Example 9.4. Suppose instead that P is normal in G. Then the group= :"G/P acts on R(P), and
the image of R(G) is clearly contained in the subsemiring R(P)! of "xed points. The action
permutes the irreducible representations of P, and the sums of orbits of irreducibles give a canoni-
cal basis for R(P)! as an additive semigroup. It is a theorem of Gallagher [3] that each of these
orbit sums lies in the image of R(G), and it follows easily that (R(G)/I)"R(P)!. We will give
a new proof of Gallagher's theorem in Section 18.
We next give two results that help us to understand R(G)/I without computing R(G).
Proposition 9.5. Let h be the number of conjugacy classes of elements g3G whose order is a power
of p. Then R(G)/IK as Abelian groups.
Proof. We already know that R(G)/I is a free Abelian group, so we just need to determine its rank,
so it is enough to show thatR(G)/IK. Let C be the set of conjugacy classes of p-power order,
and let C be the set of all other conjugacy classes. Let ;(G) be the ideal of virtual representations
<3R(G) whose character is zero on C. It is well known that R(G)KF(CPC,). This
isomorphism carries ;(G) to F(C,) and I to F(C,) so the map ;(G)PR(G)/I is an
isomorphism. Clearly dim ;(G)"C"h, and the claim follows. 
Remark 9.6. The proof shows that ;(G) is a subgroup of "nite index in R(G)/I. This index need
neither be a power of p nor coprime to p, as one sees by taking G"

and p"2 or 3; the index
is 2 in both cases.
Proposition 9.7. There is a natural isomorphism 

R(G)/I"K;

(BG) (where K;

is the p-adic
completion of the complex K-theory spectrum.)
Proof. This is essentially the Atiyah}Segal completion theorem. LetK;
	
be the usual G-spectrum
for equivariant K-theory, and let ¸
	
be its p-completion. It is well known that K;
	
(S)"R(G),
which is free Abelian of "nite rank, and it follows that ¸
	
(S)"R(G)

"R(G)

. We give this
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ring and all its quotients the p-adic topology, or equivalently the pro"nite topology, which is
compact. The argument of the Atiyah}Segal completion theorem shows that K;

BG"¸EG is
the completion ofR(G)

at the augmentation ideal J
	
. By a compactness argument, we deduce that
the map R(G)

PK;

BG is surjective; the kernel is J	
	
:"

J
	
. Now let P be a Sylow p-
subgroup, so by the same arguments K;

BP"R(P)

/J	
"
. It is well-known that J
"
)pR(P)

for
N*0 (use the fact that x!(x)3pR(P) for all x3R(P), for example) and it follows that J	
"
"0,
so K;

BP"R(P)

. We now have a diagram as follows.
We have seen that the columns are short exact. As 

is #at over  and I, R(G) and R(P) are
"nitely generated Abelian groups, we see that the middle row is left exact. The bottom horizontal
map is injective by a transfer argument. By a diagram chase we deduce that I

"J	
	
, so
K;

BG"R(G)

/I

"(R(G)/I)

as claimed. 
10. Finiteness
It is a fundamental fact that the scheme X(G) is "nite over X, or equivalently that EBG is
a "nitely generated module over E. This is proved in the present generality as [5, Corollary 4.4];
the argument is the same as in [6]. In this section we show thatX

(G) is also "nite overX. We also
study some auxiliary schemes that come up in the proof, as they turn out to be useful in speci"c
computations.
De5nition 10.1. For any v*0 we put
(v)"ker(p :P).
In terms of our coordinate, we have (v)"spf(Ex/[p](x)). Next, recall that (v)  is
a divisor of degree p, where n is the height of . For any m*0 we let (v,m) be m times this
divisor, considered as a subscheme of ; in other words (v,m)"spf(Ex/[p](x)). For any
formal scheme> overX such that O

is a free module of "nite rank r over O

, we de"ne>/

to be
spf of the dth symmetric tensor power of O

overO

. If e

,2, e	 is a basis for O overO then the
monomials e :"


e



with 





"d form a basis for O


, so this ring is free of rank (

)
over O

. We will use this construction in the cases >"(v) and >"(v,m). Finally, we de"ne
Z(v, d) to be the scheme of divisors D3Div

() such that D"d[0].
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Theorem 10.2. The scheme Z(d, v) is xnite and yat over X, of degree p. There are closed inclusions
(v)/

PZ(v, d)P(v, d)/

PDiv

().
The xrst two of these are inxnitesimal thickenings, in other words the corresponding maps of rings are
surjective with nilpotent kernel. If O

is a xeld (necessarily of characteristic p) thenZ(v, d) is the xbre of
the nv-fold relative Frobenius map
F
 
: Div

()PDiv

((F

)H),
so
O

"O

c

,2, c/(c



).
Proof. First suppose that O

is a complete regular local ring. (In the topological context, this
occurs when E is Landweber exact.) Consider the following diagram:
On the right-hand square, all the corresponding rings are complete regular local rings. A "nite
injective map of such rings always makes the target into a free module over the source [2, 2.2.7 and
2.2.11]. The maps 
H and (p)H are "nite injective maps of degrees d! and p. It follows that ()H is
"nite and injective, and thus (as deg( fg)"deg(f )deg(g) in this context) that  is #at of degree p.
The left-hand square is a pullback by de"nition, and it follows that Z(v, d) is #at of degree p over
X. Using [5, Proposition 5.2], it is not hard to deduce that this result remains true even if O

is not
regular.
Next, let x be a coordinate on. Then x
  i(p	 is a basis for O over O , and x
  i(p	
is a basis for O
. Using this we obtain bases for the rings
A"O"Ox ,2, x/([p](x
 ))
and
A"O"Ox ,2, x/([p](x
))
that are permuted by 

, and the orbit sums give bases for the rings
B"O"A


and
B"O"(A)

 .
Using these, it is easy to see that the map BPB is surjective, so the map (v)/

P(v,m)/

is a closed inclusion. A similar argument shows that (v,m)/

is a closed subscheme of
Div

().
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Next, put
J"ker(APA)"([p](x

),2, [p](x )).
This is clearly a nilpotent ideal, and ker(BPB)"BJ, which is a nilpotent ideal in B. Thus our
map (v)/

P(v,m)/

is an in"nitesimal thickening.
It is clear that(v)/

is contained in Z(v, d). Next, let=(v, d) be the preimage of Z(v, d) in, or
equivalently the scheme of d-tuples a

"(a

,2, a )3 such that 
[pa
]"d[0]. If a
3=(v, d)
then for each i we have pa


3d[0] so a


3d.(p)[0]"d.(v)"(v, d). This means that a

3(v, d)
and thus 


[a


]3(v,d)/

, so the map=(v, d) P Z(d, v)PDiv

() factors through (v, d)/

.
As 
 is faithfully #at, it follows that Z(v, d)-(v, d)/

as claimed.
We now have maps
(v)/


P Z(v, d) P(v, d)/

PDiv

().
We know that ji, k and kj are closed inclusions and that ji is an in"nitesimal thickening. It follows
easily that i, j and k are closed inclusions and i and j are in"nitesimal thickenings.
Now suppose that X is a "eld of characteristic p. We then have an iterated Frobenius map
F

: XPX corresponding to the ring map aC a and thus a formal group "(F

)H over X.
The map F gives rise to a map f"F

: P. As has height n, the map p: P factors as
 #P $P, where g is an isomorphism. This is just the geometric statement of the fact that
[p](x)"(x) for some invertible power series . By de"nition Z(v, d) is the "bre of the map
Div

()PDiv

() induced by p:P, and it follows easily that it is also the "bre of the map
Div

()PDiv

() induced by f. It is easy to identify this with the map F
 
. If we use the
usual generators for the coordinate rings of Div

() and Div

() then the corresponding ring
map sends c

to c

, so O

"O

c

,2, c/(c


). 
Corollary 10.3. The scheme X

(G) is xnite over X.
Proof. Let <

,2,< be the irreducible representations of G, and let d ,2, d be their degrees. As
in the proof of Proposition 5.3, we see that X

(G) is a closed subscheme of 


Div


(). Now let
p be the p-part of the exponent of G. We see from Lemma 4.3 that X

(G) is actually contained in



Z(v, d


), which is "nite over X by the theorem. It follows that X

(G) itself is "nite, as
claimed. 
Corollary 10.4. For any divisor D3Div()(A) there exists w*0 such that (D)"(D) whenever
k, l3

with k"l (mod p%).
Proof. We can reduce easily to the case where D3Div

() for some d*0. Lemma 4.3 tells us that
D"d[0] for some v, so D3Z(v, d)(A) (v, d)/

(A). Next note that A is a discrete O

-algebra
so p is nilpotent in A, say p"0. It follows that [p](x)"f (x) for some power series f with f(0)"0,
and thus that [p](x) is divisible by x. Thus, for large u we have [p&](x)"0 (modx), so
[p&](x)"0 (mod [p](x)), so (v, d) (u#v). If we put w"u#v this tells us that
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D3(w)/

, and the action of  on (w)/

clearly depends only on the congruence class of
k mod p%, as required. 
11. Generalised character theory
In [6], Hopkins, Kuhn and Ravenel describe EBG in terms of `generalised charactersa. In
this section we will give an analogous but less precise description of C(E,G).
To explain the HKR theory, write "(

/

) and H"Hom(,

/

)"

. (Elsewhere
these are denoted by  and H, but there are enough 's in this paper already.) Let (v) be the
subgroup of  killed by p, and let Level(v,) be the scheme of maps : (v)P such that



[(a)])(v) in Div(). See [9] for more information about these schemes. Put
D

"O

and D"lim

D

and ¸"D. This is a free module of countable rank over
O

. If  is a universal deformation then it can be described more explicitly: the Weierstrass
preparation theorem implies that [p](x) is a unit multiple of a monic polynomial g

(x) of degree
p, and ¸ is obtained from O

by adjoining full set of roots for g

(x) for all v.
Now let (G) be the set of G-conjugacy classes of homomorphisms HPG, and let F((G),¸)
be the ring of all functions u:(G)P¸ (with pointwise operations). HKR construct an
isomorphism
: ¸O

EBGPF((G),¸).
Now consider the -semiring []"Z

/

and the -ring []. If we give H its p-adic
topology then every subgroup of "nite index is open and any continuous homomorphism
HPG¸

() factors through a "nite quotient of H. Using this we can identify [] with the
semiring of continuous representations of H, and [] with the corresponding ring of virtual
representations.
De5nition 11.1. We say that a -ring homomorphism f :R(G)P[] is positive if f (R(G))-
[]. We write 

(G) for the set of -semiring homomorphisms R(G)P[], or equiva-
lently the set of positive -ring homomorphisms R(G)P[].
Remark 11.2. The arguments of Lemma 4.3, Corollary 5.5 and Proposition 9.1 show that any
positive homomorphism f :R(G)P[] of -rings automatically sends R

(G) to []

and I to
0 (where I is the kernel of the restriction map to a Sylow subgroup).
Remark 11.3. From the de"nitions we know that the -operations determine the Adams opera-
tions. Conversely, it is well known and easy to check that the Adams operations determine the
-operations rationally. As [] is torsion-free, it follows that a ring map f :R(G)P[]
preserves the -operations i! it preserves the Adams operations. The corresponding statement for
homomorphisms R(G)PDiv() is false, however.
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Theorem 11.4. There are natural maps  :(G)P

(G) and 

:¸C(E,G)P¸EBG making
the following diagram commute:
(Here the tensor products are taken over E.) Moreover, the map 

is surjective with nilpotent kernel.
Proof. For brevity we will write C(¸,G)"¸C(E,G) and ¸BG"¸EBG. This is a slight
abuse because these functors do not arise from a spectrum ¸. We also let v be any integer greater
than or equal to the p-adic valuation of the exponent of G.
Any homomorphism u:HPG factors through H/p"(v)H and thus is automatically con-
tinuous (for the discrete topology on G). It thus gives a positive homomorphism uH :R(G)P[],
and it is well known that this depends only on the conjugacy class of u, so this construction gives
a natural map : (G)P

(G).
It is easy to see using Adams operations that any positive homomorphism f :R(G)P[]
actually lands in the subring [(v)]. Suppose we have a level structure :(v)P(A). As (v) is
a "nite Abelian group, this gives rise as in Theorem 7.1 to a positive homomorphism
R(H/p)"[(v)]PDiv()(A), which we can compose with f to get a positive homomorphism
R(G)PDiv()(A), or in other words a point ofX

(G)(A), which we call 

( f,). This construction
produces a map 

:

(G)Level(v,)PX

(G) of formal schemes over X, corresponding to
a map H

:C(E,G)PF(

(G),D

)LF(

(G),¸). After tensoring by ¸ we obtain the required
map 

:C(¸,G)PF(

(G),¸).
We next recall the de"nition of . Suppose that u:H/pPG and 3Level(v,)L
Hom((v),)"X(H/p). We then have a point (u,) :"X(u)()3X(G). This construction gives
a map :(G)Level(v,)PX(G) and thus a map H :EBGPF((G),D

)LF((G),¸). After
tensoring by ¸ we obtain the required map .
One can check from the de"nitions that the following diagram commutes:
It follows easily that the diagram in the statement of the theorem commutes.
To understand 

more explicitly, let 3Level(v,)(D

) be the universal example of a level
structure. For any element a3(v) we then have a point (a)3(D

) and thus an element
x

:"x((a))3D

. These elements satisfy x

"x

#

x

and (v)"


[(a)] as divisors, or
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equivalently [p](t) is a unit multiple of 

(t!x

) in D

t. It is also known that x

!x

is
invertible in ¸whenever aOb (because it is a unit multiple of x

, which divides
'
x
'
, which is
a unit multiple of [p](0)"p). Let the representations<


and the elements c


3C(E,G) be as in the
proof of Proposition 5.3. If f3

(G) and f(<


)"[a

]#2#[a

]3[(v)] then 

(c


)( f ) is the
kth symmetric function in the variables x

,2, x , and this characterises  .
We next show that 

is surjective. For any u3

(G) we de"ne 
&
:C(¸,G)P¸ by

&
(c)"

(c)(u), and we put I
&
"ker(
&
)¢C(¸,G). By the Chinese Remainder Theorem, it will
su$ce to show that I
&
#I

"C(¸,G) whenever uOv. If uOv we can choose <3R(G) such that
u(<)Ov(<)3[]. If u(<)"

m

[a] and v(<)"

n

[a] then we must have m

On

for some b,
and without loss we may assume m

'n

. De"ne
k

"min(n

,m

),
C"

k

[a],
A"

(n

!k

)[a],
B"

(m

!k

)[a].
We can writeA in the form [a

]#2#[a

] with a


Ob for all i. We also write f

(t)"


(t!x


),
so f

(x

) is invertible in ¸. On the other hand, the representation <3R

(G) gives rise in
a tautological way to a divisor D

3Div

()(C(E,G)) with equation f
(
(t)3C(E,G)[t], say. We
have 
&
f
(
(t)"f
 
(t)"f

(t) f
 
(t) and 

f
(
(t)"f

(t) f
 
(t). The polynomial f
 
(t) is monic and thus
is not a zero-divisor, so f

(t)"f

(t) (mod I
&
#I

). We evidently have f

(x

)"0 so
f

(x

)"0 (mod I
&
#I

). As f

(x

) is invertible in ¸, we deduce that I
&
#I

"1 as required.
Finally, we must show that the kernel of 

is nilpotent. This kernel is the intersection of the
ideals I
&
, so by well-known arguments it su$ces to show that every prime ideal in C(¸,G) contains
I
&
for some u. To see this, put R"C(¸,G) and let P¢R be a prime ideal. If D3Div

()(C(E,G)) is
a divisor satisfying (D)"d[0], then Theorem 10.2 implies that D3(v, d)/

and thus that
D)d )(v) as divisors, or equivalently f
(
(t) divides [p](t), which is a unit multiple in D

[t]
of 


(t!x

). Now let K be the "eld of fractions of R/P, and note that x

!x

is
invertible in ¸ and thus in K when aOb. As K[t] is a unique factorisation domain, we
see that f
(
(t)"

(t!x

) in K[t] for a unique system of integers m

. We de"ne
w(D)"

m

[a]3[(v)]

. In particular, if <3R

(G) we can let D

be the tautologically
associated divisor over C(E,G) and put u(<)"w(D

). One can check that this gives a homomor-
phism u :R(G)P[] of -semirings, or in other words an element u3

(G). From the
construction it is automatic that I
&
)P. 
Example 11.5. If G is Abelian, it is easy to see that 

(G)"Hom(GH,)KHom(H,G)"(G)
and that  is an isomorphism.
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Example 11.6. Consider the symmetric group G"

. This acts in an obvious way on , and we
call this representation 
. It is known [1] that 
 generates R(G) as a -ring. Thus, an element
f3

(G) is determined by the value f (
)3[]

.
As discussed in [13], the set (G) can be identi"ed with the set of isomorphism classes of sets of
order k with an action of H. For any "nite subgroup A( we have a homomorphismHPAH
and thus an action of H on AH. Note that 0H is just a single point with trivial action. We write
m ) AH for the disjoint union of m copies of AH. If ¹ is a "nite H-set, then ¹ can be written in an
essentially unique way in the form Z


m


) AH


.
If we write [A]"


[a]3[] then by working through the de"nitions we "nd that
(Z


m


)AH


)(
)"


m


[A


], which e!ectively determines .
It is now easy to exhibit cases in which  is not injective. For example, suppose that p"2 and
n'1 and k"6. We can then "nd two distinct, nonzero elements a, b3(1) and put c"a#b. Let
A, B and C be the groups generated by a, b and c, respectively, and put <"A#B"0, a, b, c	.
Then
(<HP 2.0H)(
)"(AHPBHPCH)(
)"3[0]#[a]#[b]#[c],
so  is not injective. In Section 16 we will give examples where  is not surjective.
12. Calculating 

(G)
In this section we de"ne sets (G) and (G) which in some cases may be easier to compute than
(G) or 

(G), and we de"ne natural maps
(G)(G)M

(G)M(G).
De5nition 12.1. Let C be the set of conjugacy classes of elements of p-power order in G. We let the
multiplicative monoid  act onH in the obvious way, and on C by k ) [g]"[g]. We say that two
homomorphisms u, v: HPG are pointwise conjugate if u(a) is conjugate to v(a) for all a3H. We
recall the de"nitions of (G) and 

(G) and de"ne new sets (G) and (G) as follows:
(G)"Hom(H,G)/conjugacy,
(G)"Hom(H,G)/pointwise conjugacy,
(G)"-equivariant continuous maps HPC	,


(G)"positive -ring homomorphisms R(G)P[]	.
Proposition 12.2. There are natural maps as follows:
(G)(G)M

(G)M(G).
Proof. There are evident natural maps
(G)(G)M(G).
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We have also already constructed a map : (G)P

(G). If u, v: HPG are pointwise conjugate
then the inducedmaps from class functions on G to class functions onH are evidently the same, so
the induced maps R(G)P[] are the same, so (u)"(v). This shows that  factors through the
projection (G)P(G).
We next de"ne a map : 

(G)P(G). Suppose that u3

(G) and a3H"Hom(,S).
Then a extends in a natural way to give a -algebra map a( : []P and thus a ring map
(1u)a( : R(G)P. Using the fact that R(G) is the set of -valued class functions on G,
we see that Hom
(R(G),) can be identi"ed with the set of conjugacy classes in G. Thus
there exists h3G (unique up to conjugation) such that (1u)(a( (<))"

(h) for all <3R(G).
We can choose m so that u(<)3[(m)] for all <, and then we have 

(h)"(h)"


(h)"dim(<) for all<, so h"1. This means that the conjugacy class [h] lies in C, so we can
de"ne (u)(a)"[h]. We leave it to the reader to check that this gives a map : 

(G)P(G) as
claimed. The maps a( : []P (as a runs over H) are jointly injective, and it follows that  is
injective. One can also check that the composite (G)P

(G)P(G) is just the obvious
inclusion, which implies that the map (G)P

(G) is injective. 
13. Special divisors
In this section we study `speciala divisors, which are related to the special unitary group in the
same way that arbitrary divisors are related to the full unitary group.
De5nition 13.1. A divisor D3Div

() is special if D"[0]. We write SDiv

() for the scheme of
special divisors.
Proposition 13.2. We have O
 
"O

c

,2, c. In the topological situation this can be identixed
with EBS;(d).
Proof. Put A"O"Ox ,2, x and A"O "A

"O

c

,2, c. Here c
 is the i'th
elementary symmetric function, and in particular c

"


x


. Put c

"


x


3A. If we regard  as
a map Div

()PDiv

()" then c

"x, so we see that O	

"A/c

and O
 
"A/c

.
Next, observe that the inclusion APA induces an inclusion A/(c

, c

,2, c )PA/(x ,2,x ).
We have c

"c

(mod (x

,2, x )) so c"c (mod c , c ,2, c ). It follows easily that A"
O

c

, c

,2, c and thus that A/c"Oc ,2, c. 
We next put	

"ker( P). If we let q: PDiv

() be the usual projection (which is "nite
and faithfully #at, with degree d!) then 	

"qSDiv

(). It follows that the map
q: 	

PSDiv

() is also "nite and faithfully #at, with the same degree. It clearly factors through
	

/

:"spf(O	

), and one would like the induced map q: 	

/

PSDiv

() to be an isomor-
phism. However, quotient constructions in algebraic geometry are never as simple as one would
like, and we do not know whether this is true in general; certainly it becomes false if we remove our
assumption that  has "nite height. For example, consider the case where  is the additive group
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over 

and d"2; then 2a"0 for all a3 so 

acts trivially on	

"(a,!a)  a3	 so the map
q: 	

/

PSDiv

() has degree two. However, we do have the following partial result.
Proposition 13.3. If d is invertible in O

then SDiv

()"	

/

.
Proof. As d is invertible in O

, multiplication by d is an automorphism of . De"ne maps
	

#P $P by f(a, b

,2, b )"(a#b ,2, a#b ) and g(b ,2, b)"
b
/d, and then
de"ne h: P	

by h(b

)"(g(b

), b

!g(b

),2, b!g(b
)). Clearly h is inverse to f, so f is an
isomorphism, giving an isomorphism O"O	K O	"O	 x of rings. If we let  act trivially
on  then everything is equivariant, so we have O"O	

x, so Div

()"
/

"(	

/

). 
14. The group 

We now consider the case where G"

and E is the 2-periodic Morava E-theory spectrum of
height 2 at the prime 2. We shall show that the map C(E,G)PEBG is an isomorphism. To be
more explicit, we need to name some representations. Note that 

acts on  with a one-
dimensional "xed subspace; we let  be the representation of G on the quotient space. We also write
 for the sign representation. We let K"E/I

denote the 2-periodic Morava K-theory spectrum.
Theorem 14.1. Let c

, c

3EB

be the Chern classes of the representation , and let w be the Euler
class of . Then C(E,

)"EB

, and this is a free module of rank 17 over E, with the following
monomials as a basis:
1 c

c

c

c

w wc

wc

wc

w wc

wc

wc

w wc

wc

wc

.
Moreover, we have
C(K,

)"KB

"C(E,

)/I

"K[w, c

, c

]/J,
where J is generated by the following elements:
w, c

, c

c

,
c

#wc

#wc

#wc

,
wc

#wc

#wc

.
We will prove this in a number of stages. In Section 14.1 we assemble the facts that we need about
the representations of 

, and in Section 14.2 we deduce that the map : (

)P

(

) is
a bijection. We then recall some formulae for the relevant formal group law, and in Section 14.4 we
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use them to analyse the structure of an auxiliary scheme denoted SDiv

(

) . This allows us to
complete our determination of C(K,

) in Section 14.5, with the help of some theory of GroK bner
bases. We "nd in particular that C(K,

) is a Gorenstein ring, which enables us to use the inner
products de"ned in [10] to show that the map : C(K,

)PKB

is injective; this is explained in
Section 14.6. We know from [6] that K(n)HB

is concentrated in even degrees, and it follows that
EB

is a free module over E of rank (

)"17; see [11] for more details. In Section 14.7 we
combine these various facts to prove the theorem.
14.1. Representation theory
Our "rst task is to understand the structure of R(

). We have already de"ned the characters
 and . It is a standard calculation that there is another irreducible character  of dimension 2 such
that the character table is as follows:
Class Size 1    
1 1 1 1 2 3 3
12 6 1 !1 0 1 !1
2 3 1 1 2 !1 !1
13 8 1 1 !1 0 0
4 6 1 !1 0 !1 1
The ring structure, Adams operations and -operations are described in the following table.
"1 ()" ()"
" ()"1!# ()"
"1## ()"1# ()"
"# ()"1##!
"1### ()"1#!#
(The "rst two columns are easily checked by looking at the characters, and the last column follows
using the standard formulae relating Adams operations to -operations.)
Let P be a Sylow 2-subgroup (a dihedral group of order 8) and I be the kernel of the restriction
map R(

)PR(P); one checks that I"(!1!). Put "3R

(

); one checks that
()"() and so ()" and "1. We have
R(

)/I"1, , , 	"[, ]/(!1, !1!(1#)(1#)).
The operation  acts as the identity on this ring when k is odd, and we have
()"1,
()"2##!.
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Proposition 14.2. The set 

(

) can be identixed with the set of pairs (d, u)3(1)[]

such that
2d"0,
(u)"[0],
(u)"u,
(u)#u"2[0]#[d]#[d]u.
Similarly, X

(

) can be identixed with the scheme of pairs (d,D)3(1)Div

() such that
2d"0,
(D)"[0],
(D)"D,
(D)#D"2[0]#[d]#[d]D.
Proof. Given a positive homomorphism f: R(

)P[], let d3 be the element such that
f ()"[d] and put u"f (). We know from Remark 11.2 that f (I)"0 and it follows easily from our
description of R(

)/I that d and u have the properties listed. Conversely, given d and u as
described, we can de"ne a homomorphism f: R(

)/IP[] of additive groups by
f (1)"[0],
f ()"[d],
f ()"D,
f ()"[d]D.
It is straightforward to check that this gives a homomorphism of -rings, and that these
constructions give the required bijection. The argument for X

(

) is essentially the same. 
14.2. Generalised character theory
We next work out the generalised character theory (as recalled in Section 11) of 

. The set(

)
can be described in terms of H-sets as in Example 11.6. We can thus write (

) as the disjoint
union 

P2P , where
 

consists of the set 4.0H :"0HP 0HP 0HP 0H.
 

consists of the sets 2.0HPAH, where AK/2 (so 

"2!1).
 

consists of the sets AHPBH, where AKBK/2, and A may be equal to B. We have


"



(

#1)"2(2!1).
 

consists of the sets AH where AK(/2). We have 

"(2!1)(2!1)/3 (by counting
the number of linearly independent pairs in (/2) and dividing by G¸

(/2)"6).
 

consists of the sets AH where AK/4. There are 2!2 points in  of order exactly 4, and
each subgroup in 

contains precisely two of these, so 

"(2!2)/2"2(2!1).
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Proposition 14.3. The map : (

)P

(

) is a bijection.
Proof. De"ne



"(


)-

(

).
Recall from Example 11.6 that (Z


m


) AH


)(
)"


m


[A


], where 
"1#"1# is the
standard representation of 

on . An easy case-by-case check shows that the sets


are disjoint
and that the maps : 


P


are bijections. It will thus be enough to show that the union of the
sets 


is the whole of 

(

).
Suppose we have an element f3

(

), with f ()"[d] and f ()"u"[a]#[b]#[c] say. Let
A, B and C be the cyclic subgroups generated by a, b and c, respectively. Put
v"f (
)"[0]#[d]u"[0]#[a#d]#[b#d]#[c#d], and recall that this determines f, be-
cause 
 generatesR(

) as a-ring. As "3[0] we have 4a"4b"4c"0. By Proposition 14.2,
we have
2d"0,
a#b#c"0,
[a]#[b]#[c]"[!a]#[!b]#[!c],
[2a]#[2b]#[2c]#[a]#[b]#[c]"2[0]#[d]#[a#d]#[b#d]#[c#d].
Suppose that (u)O3[0]. Without loss of generality, we may assume that 2aO0 so!aOa. The
third equation implies that!a3b, c	, so wemay assume that!a"b. As a#b#c"0 wemust
have c"0. Recall also that 4a"0 so 2a"!2a. Putting all this in the last equation and
cancelling 2[0] gives
2[2a]#[a]#[!a]"2[d]#[d#a]#[d!a].
Note that 2a and d have order 2, but a,!a, d#a and d!a do not. It follows that we must have
2a"d and thus v"[0]#[a]#[2a]#[3a]. We conclude that f"(AH)3

.
We may thus assume that (u)"3[0], so 2a"2b"2c"0. Suppose that d"0. As
a#b#c"0 we see that D :"0, a, b, c	 is a subgroup of , of order 2 say (so e30, 1, 2	). This
implies that v"2[D]"(2 ) DH)(
), so f"(2 ) DH)3

P

P

.
We may thus assume that 2a"2b"2c"2d"0 and dO0. The equation (u)#u"
2[0]#[d]#[d]u then reduces to
[0]#[a]#[b]#[c]"[d]#[a#d]#[b#d]#[c#d].
It follows that d3a, b, c	 and without loss we may assume that d"a. Note that c"a#b"d#b
(because a#b#c"0). If b"0 this gives c"a"d so v"3[0]#[a], so f"(2.0HPAH). The
same argument works if c"0, so we reduce to the case where a"dO0 and b and c are also
nonzero. We then have
v"[0]#[a#d]#[b#d]#[c#d]"2[0]#[c]#[b]"[B]#[C],
so f"(BHPCH)3

. 
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14.3. The formal group law
Let  be the formal group associated to E, and let 

be its restriction to the special "bre
X

LX, or equivalently the formal group associated to K. This has a standard coordinate giving
rise to a formal group law F over O

"K"

, which is in fact de"ned over 

. We will need the
following formulae:
[2](x)"x,
[!1](x)"x#x#x#x#x (modx),
x#

y"x#y#xy (modxy).
The "rst of these is well-known. For the second, recall that the standard integral lift of the formal
group law for K has
log

(x)" 

x/2"x#x/2#x/4 (modx).
Put
m(x)"!x!x!2x!7x!28x!123x!572x!2781x!13 962x
!71 840x!376 836x.
Using any computer algebra package one can check that log

(m(x))"!log

(x) (modx),
so m(x)"[!1](x) (modx). After reducing mod 2 we see that [!1](x)"x#x#
x#x#x (mod 2,x) as claimed. The expression for x#

y can be obtained by adapting
the method of [9, Section 15] to the case p"2.
14.4. The scheme SDiv

(

) 
Let C be the group (of order 2) generated by , so
SDiv

(

) "D3Div

(

)  D"[0] and D"D	.
We have seen that O
  
"

c

, c

; our next task is to determine the quotient ring
O
   
.
Proposition 14.4. We have
O
   
"

c

, c

/(c

c

, c

)"

c



.c

.
Proof. Put A"

x, y, z and
d"x#

y#

z,
c

"x#y#z,
c

"xy#yz#zx,
c

"xyz.
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Put A"A"

d, c

, c

, so A is free of rank 6 over A. Put B"A/dA and
B"A/dA"B

A"

c

, c

"O
  
.
For any element u3A we write u"()H(u), so uC u is a ring map and u"[!1](u) for
u3x, y, z, d	. Put C"B/(c

!c

, c

!c

)B and C"B/(c

!c

,c

!c

)B"O
   
. The
claim is that the ideal in C generated by c

is free of rank one over 

, and that C/c

C"

c

,
so that C"

c



) c

.
We will think of Div

(

) as being embedded in Div

(

) by the map DCD#[0], so
O
  
"O
  
/c

"

d, c

.
There is a faithfully #at map 

PSDiv

(

) sending a to [a]#[!a], and clearly
([a]#[!a])"[a]#[!a] so SDiv

(

)-SDiv

(

) . It follows that Div

(

)
SDiv

(

) "SDiv

(

), and thus that C/c

C"

c

 as claimed.
This implies that we must have c

!c

"c

r

and c

!c

"c

r

for some r

, r

3B.
Now work in B/(x, y, z). We have
z"x#

y"x#y#x#xy#y,
x"x#x,
y"y#y,
z"x#y#xy,
c

"x#xy#y#x#xy#xy#xy#xy#y,
c

"xy#xy#xy#xy#xy,
c

!c

"c

c

"xy#xy,
c

!c

"c

"xy#xy.
We also "nd that the ideal c

) (c

, c

) maps to zero in this ring. Using this, we "nd that
r

"c

(mod (c

, c

)) and r

"c

(mod (c

, c

)), so B"

r

, r

 and B/(r

, r

)"

. It follows
that O
   
"B/(r

c

, r

c

)"B/(c

c

, c

) as claimed. 
Now put >"D3SDiv

(

)  D"3[0]	, and let ;L

be the divisor 32[0], so that
O
)
"

[x]/x. We know that c

(D)"c

(D) so
O

"O
   
/(c

, c

, c

)"

[c

, c

]/(c

, c

, c

c

).
We can also study > using the maps
: ;P>, (a)"[a]#[!a]#[0],
: 

(1)P>, (a, b)"[a]#[b]#[a#b].
The map  gives a ring map H: O

PO
)
, with
H(c

)"x#x"x#x#x#x,
H(c

)"xx"x#x#x#x#x,
H(c

)"0.
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The map  gives a ring map H:O

P

[x, y]/(x,y). If we put z"x#

y"x#y#xy then
H(c

)"x#y#z"xy,
H(c

)"xy#yz#zx"x#xy#y#xy(x#y),
H(c

)"xyz"xy(x#y)#xy.
Proposition 14.5. The maps H and H are jointly injective (in other words, ker(H)ker(H)"0).
Moreover, we have c

"c

#c

in O

.
Proof. Recall that O

"

[c

, c

]/(c

, c

, c

c

), so c


 0)i(16	Pc

	 is a basis for O

over


. As H(c

)"x(modx), it is easy to see that H(c


)"x
(modx
) and that these elements are
linearly independent in O
)
"

[x]/x. Moreover, we have
H(1)"1,
H(c

)"x#xy#y#xy(x#y),
H(c

)"xy,
H(c

)"xy,
H(c


)"0 for i'3.
It is easy to check that H(c

) does not lie in the span of these elements, and to deduce that H and
H are jointly injective as claimed. Thus, to show that c

"c

#c

we need only check that
H(c

)"H(c

#c

) and H(c

)"H(c

#c

), which is a straightforward computation. 
14.5. The ring C(K,

)
Consider a pair (d,D)3

(1)>. This gives us a divisor [d]D3Div

(

) de"ned over the ring
O
 
O

"

[w, c

, c

]/(w, c

, c

, c

c

).
Here of course c

and c

are the usual invariants of the divisor D, but the divisor [d]D also has
invariants c

([d]D) lying in the above ring. In order to apply the description of X

(

) in
Proposition 14.2, we will need to understand these invariants.
Proposition 14.6. We have
c

([d]D)"c

#c

#w#c

w,
c

([d]D)"c

#(1#c

#c

#c

)w,
c

([d]D)"c

#c

w#(c

#c

)w#(1#c

#c

#c

)w.
Proof. First recall that u#

v"u#v#uv(mod uv) and w"0 so w#

v"w#v#wv
for any v.
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Next note that [d](a)"[d]([a]#[!a]#[0])"[d#a]#[d!a]#[d], so H(c

([d]D))"
c

([d#a]#[d!a]#[d]) is the kth elementary symmetric function of w#

x,w#

x ,w	.
For example, we have
Hc

([d]D)"w#(w#x#wx)#(w#x#wx )
"x#x#x#x#w#xw#xw
"H(c

#c

)#w#H(c

)w.
By similar computations, our other two equations also become true when we apply H.
In the same way, we have [d](a, b)"[d#a]#[d#b]#[d#a#b], so Hc

([d]D) is the kth
elementary symmetric function of the list w#

x,w#

y,w#

x#

y	, or equivalently the list
w#x#wx,w#y#wy,w#x#y#wx#wy#xy	.
We thus have
Hc

([d]D)"(w#x#wx)(w#y#wy)(w#x#y#wx#wy#xy)
"(xy#xy#xy)#(x#xy#y#xy#xy)w
#xyw#(1#xy#xy)w
"H(c

)#H(c

)w#H(c

#c

)w#H(1#c

#c

#c

)w.
By similar computations, our other two equations also become true when we apply H. As H and
H are jointly injective, it follows that our equations hold in O
 
as claimed. 
Proposition 14.7. Let J be the ideal in 

[w, c

, c

] generated by the elements
w, c

, c

c

,
c

#wc

#wc

#wc

,
wc

#wc

#wc

.
ThenC(K,

)"

[w, c

, c

]/J.Moreover, the following monomials form a basis for this ring over 

,
so it has dimension 17.
1 c

c

c

c

w wc

wc

wc

w wc

wc

wc

w wc

wc

wc

Proof. Proposition 14.2 is equivalent to the statement that
X(

)"(d,D)3

(1)> D#(D)"2[0]#[d]#[d]D	.
This means that C(K,

) is the largest quotient of O
 
over which we have g(t)"0, where
g(t)"f
(
(t) f((t)!t(t#w) f((t).
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Here we write f
(
(t)"t#c

(D)t#c

(D)t#c

(D) and similarly for our other divisors. As usual
we write c

for c

(D), and we recall from Proposition 14.5 that c

"c

#c

. We also recall that
c

(D)"c

(D), so that
f( (t)"t#ct#ct#c"t#ct#ct.
The polynomial f
(
(t)"

c

([d]D)t can be read o! from Proposition 14.6. Putting all this
together and expanding it out, we "nd that g(t)"

r

t, where
r

"c

#c

w,
r

"c

w#(c

#c

#c

)w#(c

#c

)w#(c

#c

),
r

"(c

#c

)w#(c

#c

#c

),
r

"(c

#c

)w#c

w#c

w#c

.
We thus have
C(K,

)"

[w, c

, c

]/(w, c

, c

, c

c

, r

, r

, r

, r

).
As 1#c

#c

#w is invertible, we can replace r

by
r

:"(1#c

#c

#w)r

"c

#wc

#wc

#wc

,
which is one of the relations in the statement of the theorem. As w"0 we have (r

)"r

and
(r

)"c

, so the relations r

and c

are redundant. Similarly, we can replace r

by the relation
r

:"r

#(c

#w#c

w)r

"wc

#wc

#wc

,
which is another of the relations in the statement of the theorem. One can check that
r

"(1#c

#c

)(c

(1#(1#c

)(w#c

w))r

#c

r

),
so r

is redundant. We deduce that
C(K,

)"

[w, c

, c

]/(w, c

, c

c

, r

, r

)
as claimed.
We next show that the 17 monomials listed form a basis for this quotient ring.We order the set of
monomials in w, c

and c

by saying that c


c

w(c


c

w i! i(i or (i"i and j(j) or (i"i
and j"j and k(k). We claim that our relations form a GroK bner basis for J with respect to this
ordering. We "rst recall brie#y what this means. The list of leading terms of our relations is
(w, c

, c

c

, c

w, c

). A polynomial is said to be top-reducible if any of its monomials is divisible by
one of these leading terms; if so, we can subtract o! a multiple of the corresponding relation to
cancel the monomial, a process called top-reduction. Clearly, if a polynomial can be reduced to zero
by iterated top-reduction then it must lie in J, but the converse need not hold for an arbitrary list of
generators of an arbitrary ideal. Let a and b be any two of our relations, let a and b be their leading
terms, and let c be the greatest common divisor of a and b. The corresponding syzygy is the
element c :"(a/c)b!(b/c)a3J. To say that our relations form a GroK bner basis means precisely
that all these syzygies can be reduced to zero by iterated top-reduction. This can be checked
by direct computation. For example, the syzygy of r

and r

is the element
c

r

!wr

"c

w#c

c

w#c

w. The "rst monomial is divisible by the leading term of r

, so
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we can top-reduce by subtracting wr

to get c

c

w#c

w. We can then do two more top-
reductions by subtracting w times the relation c

c

and c

times the relation w to get 0, as
required. Now observe that the 17 monomials listed in the statement of the theorem are precisely
those that are not top-reducible. It follows from the theory of GroK bner bases that they form a basis
for C(E,

), as claimed. 
Corollary 14.8. C(K,

) is a Gorenstein ring, and the element wc

generates the socle.
Proof. One sees easily from the relations listed that w, c

and c

annihilate wc

, so wc

lies in the
socle. Now let a be an arbitrary element of the socle. It will be convenient to put e"c

#wc

#c

(so that we"c

e"0) and to use the basis given in the Proposition but with c

replaced by e. Using
the equation wa"0 we see immediately that a lies in the span of w,wc

,wc

, e,wc

	. Using
the equation c

a"0 and the fact that c

c

"c

e"c

"0 we "nd that the coe$cient of w is zero,
so a"wc

#wc

#e#wc

say. One can check that wc

"wc

and c

e"wc

, so
0"c

a"wc

#wc

#wc

,
so """0, so a"wc

. This shows that the socle is one dimensional, so the ring is
Gorenstein as claimed. 
14.6. A transfer argument
Proposition 14.9. The map :C(K,

)PKB

is injective.
Proof. Note that every nontrivial ideal in C(K,

) contains the socle, so it will su$ce to show that
the socle is not contained in ker(), or equivalently that wc

O0 in KB

. Let P be the Sylow
subgroup in 

; it will be enough to show that wc

has nontrivial image inKBP. Put<"PA

;
one can check that this consists of the identity and the three transposition pairs, so it is isomorphic
to C

. Recall that the series 2(x) is de"ned to be [2](x)/x, which in our case is just x. As w is the
Euler class of  and <"ker( :PPC

), standard arguments show that tr"

(1)"2(w)"w. This
means that wc

"tr"

(c

). To see that this is nonzero, we use the canonical bilinear form onKBP
de"ned in [10]. This satis"es Frobenius reciprocity, so (tr"

(c

), 1)
"
"(c

, 1)

. If we let x and y be
the Euler classes of two of the nontrivial characters of <, then KB<"

[x, y]/(x, y) and the
Euler class of the third character is x#

y"x#y#xy. One checks that the restriction of  to
< is the regular representation minus the trivial representation, which is the sum of the three
nontrivial characters. This implies that the restriction of c

to< is xy(x#

y)"xy#xy#xy.
Using [10, Corollary 9.3] we see that (x
y, 1)

is 1 if i"j"3 and 0 otherwise, so (c

, 1)

"1. As
(wc

, 1)
"
"(c

, 1)

"1 we see that wc

O0, as claimed. 
14.7. The proof of Theorem 14.1
This is now easy. We know from [11] that EB

is a free module of "nite rank over E. It
follows by well-known arguments that KB

"(EB

)/I

, which is free of the same rank over
K"E/I

"

. The rank is also the same as the rank of ¸EB

over ¸, and generalised
character theory tells us that this is equal to (

)"17. Thus, the source and target of the map
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:C(K,

)PKB

both have rank 17 over 

and Proposition 14.9 tells us that the map is
injective, so it must be an isomorphism. Now consider the map :C(E,

)PEB

. This is an
isomorphism modulo I

, so by Nakayama's lemma it is surjective. As EB

is free it is a split
surjection, so C(E,

)"EB

N say. This implies that C(K,

)"KB

N/I

N, so by
counting ranks we see that N/I

N"0, so by Nakayama again we see that N"0. Thus
C(E,

)"EB

as claimed. We know from Proposition 14.7 that our list of 17 monomials is
a basis for KB

over 

, and it now follows that it is also a basis for EB

over E.
15. The quaternion group
Let Q"Q

"$1,$i,$j,$k	 be the quaternion group. Let K be the 2-periodic version of
K(n) at p"2 and put q"p. For simplicity we assume that n*2 so q*4. We will show that we
again have X

(Q)"X(Q).
The character table of Q is as follows.
1    
1 1 1 1 1 2
!1 1 1 1 1 !2
$i 1 !1 1 !1 0
$j 1 1 !1 !1 0
$k 1 !1 !1 1 0
From this we see that the multiplicative relations are as follows:
""""1,
""",
"1###.
We can use the equation " to eliminate . The only interesting -operation is "1, which
implies that "!2"##!1 and thus "2.
We let x, y and z be the Euler classes of , and  and we let c

be the second Chern class of .
Theorem 15.1. The ring C(K,Q) is generated over 

by x, y and c

subject to the following relations:
c

"0,
c

x"c

y"0,
x"vx,
y"vy,
xy"vx#vy#c

,
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where
v"


c


.
Moreover, we have C(K,Q)"KBQ and thus X

(Q)"X(Q). The rank of C(K,Q) over 

is
(3q!q)/2.
The proof will follow after a lemma.
Lemma 15.2. We have 

(Q)"(Q)"(3q!q)/2, and the map (Q)P

(Q) is a bijection.
Proof. From the above description of R(Q) we see that 

(Q) is the set of tuples
(D, a, b, c)3[]

(1) such that
a#b#c"0,
D"[0],
D*D"[0]#[a]#[b]#[c],
[a]*D"[b] *D"[c] *D"D.
The equation D"[0] means that D"[d]#[!d] for some d. The other equations become
[2d]#[!2d]#2[0]"[0]#[a]#[b]#[c],
[a#d]#[a!d]"[b#d]#[b!d]"[c#d]#[c!d]"[d]#[!d].
The "rst of these is equivalent to [2d]#[!2d]#[0]"[a]#[b]#[c], and as
2a"2b"2c"0 this means that 4d"0 and 2d"!2d. Given this we see that one of a, b, c	
must be 0 and the other two must be equal to 2d. If 2dO0 then this gives three choices for a, b, c	.
There are q!q points with 4d"0O2d, giving 3(q!q) tuples (d, a, b, c) with the required
properties. The divisor D is invariant under the involution dC!d (and!dOd when 2uO0) so
this gives 3(q!q)/2 elements of 

(Q).
If 2d"0 then the equation [2d]#[!2d]#[0]"[a]#[b]#[c] gives a"b"c"0. There
are q points d with 2d"0, and it follows that 

(Q)"3(q!q)/2#q"(3q!q)/2.
Now consider (G). The image of a homomorphism u:HPQ is necessarily Abelian, and the
Abelian subgroups of Q are 1	, $1	,i,j and k. Note that all of these are normal. The
centre of Q is $1	, and there are q di!erent homomorphisms HP$1	, no two of which are
conjugate; this gives q elements of (G). Now consider homomorphisms u:HPQ whose image is
i"1,!1, i,!i	. There are q homomorphisms from H to i, of which q land in $1	, so
there are q!q surjective homomorphisms. As!i is conjugate to i we see that these fall into
(q!q)/2 conjugacy classes. Similarly, there are (q!q)/2 conjugacy classes of homomorphisms
with image  j or k, giving q#3(q!q)/2"(3q!q)/2 elements of (G) altogether.
As the image of any homomorphism HPQ is always cyclic, we see that two such homomor-
phisms are conjugate i! they are pointwise conjugate, so (Q)"(Q). The map (G)P

(G) is
always injective, and (Q)"(Q)"

(Q), so the map :(Q)P

(Q) must be a bijection.
(It is not hard to see this more directly.) 
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Proposition 15.3. The ring C(K,Q) is generated over 

by x, y and c

subject to the relations listed
in Theorem 15.1.
Proof. From our description of R(Q) we see that X

(Q) is the scheme of tuples (D, a, b, c) where
D3Div

() and a, b, c3(1) and
a#b#c"0,
D"[0],
D*D"[0]#[a]#[b]#[c],
[a]*D"[b] *D"[c] *D"D.
Let R be the universal ring equipped with points (d, a, b, c) of (R) such that the above properties
are satis"ed when D"[d]#[!d]. This is free of rank 2 over C(K,Q). We let w, x, y and z be the
coordinate values of d, a, b and c, and we write w"[!1](w)"w!

w, so w"w#w
(modw). Recall that the formal group law of K satis"es
x#

y"x#y#(xy) (mod (xy)).
As 2a"2b"2c"a#b#c"0 we have x"y"0 and z"x#

y"x#y#(xy).
We will write A&B to indicate that A is a unit multiple of B (so for example w&w). We also
have c

"c

(D)"ww , so c

&w.
Now consider the power series g(t)"(t#

w)(t#

w )!ww 3

w, t. As g(t)"t (modw), the
Weierstrass preparation theorem tells us that g(t)&f (t) for some monic quadratic polynomial f (t)
over 

w. As g(t)"(w#w )t (mod t) we see that f (t)"t#vt for some v3

w with
v&w#w&w.
Now consider the equation [a#d]#[a!d]"[a]*D"D"[d]#[!d], which is equiva-
lent to
(t#(x#

w))(t#(x#

w ))"(t#w)(t#w ).
By looking at the constant term, we "nd that (x#

w)(x#

w )!ww"0, so g(x)"0, so x"vx.
Similarly, we have y"vy. It follows that z"x#y#(xy)"x#y#vxy. Note also that
xy(x#y)"vxy#vxy"0, so
xy#xz#yz"xy#(x#y)(x#y)#vxy(x#y)"xy#vx#vy.
As vx"x we also have vx"x"0, and similarly vy"0. As v&w&c

this means
that wx"c

x"0 and similarly for y.
We now consider the condition D*D"[0]#[a]#[b]#[c], which is equivalent to
[2d]#[!2d]#[0]"[a]#[b]#[c] or
t(t#w)(t#w )"(t#x)(t#y)(t#z).
The linear term is c

"(ww )"xy#yz#zx"xy#vx#vy, so
xy"vx#vy#c

.
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Moreover, we have seen that v annihilates x and y, so vc

"v(xy#vx#vy)"0. We
also know that c

&w and v&w, so ww"0 or in other words w"0. This implies
that c

"0 as claimed.
We next claim that w"w#w#w#w. To prove this, we de"ne
u"w#w#w#w. Note that s#

t"s#t#(st) (mod st), and that w(u)"0 so
w#

u"w#u#wu. From this it is straightforward to check that w#

u"u. In
other words, we have w#

[2](u)"u so w"[!1](u) so u"w as claimed.
We next claim that w#w"c

#c

. Indeed, it is straightforward to expand out
w#w#c

#c

and we obtain a sum of terms of the form w# where f is a polynomial of
degree at most three. By standard methods one can check that q f (q)*q#q for all q*4. We
have n*2 and thus q*4 by assumption, and it follows that w#"0, so w#w"c

#c

as
claimed. Given this and the equation ww"c

we see that w satis"es the equation
w#(c

#c

)w#c

"0.
We now need to determine v more precisely. Put r"vw, so rx"(wx), so
x#

w"(1#r)x#w. Note that
v(w#w )&ww"w"0.
It follows that r"vw  and thus that x#

w"(1#r)x#w . Given this, the equation
(x#

w)(x#

w )"ww reduces to (1#r)x#(1#r)(w#w )x"0, so (1#r)vx#(w#w )x"0.
We are really only interested in vx rather than v itself, so we work until further notice modulo the
annihilator of x. The previous equation says that (1#r)v"w#w , and we have previously seen
that w"0. Substituting in our formulae for r and w gives v#vw"w#w or
equivalently (v#w)"w(v#w). As v#w is certainly nilpotent it follows that v#w"0, so
v"w.
We next need to write w in terms of c

. For this it is convenient to introduce the notation
d"c

and u"1#w#w, so w"uw. Note that u"1#w. Note also that
u"1 and d"(ww )"uw so ud"w"1#u. We claim that for 0)m)n we
have




d
"u (modw).
Indeed, the case m"0 says that 1"u (modw), which is clear. Given the statement for some
integer m, we can multiply by d (which is a unit multiple of w) to get




d
"(ud)"(1#u)"1#u (modw).
By taking the 1 over to the left-hand side, we recover the claim for m#1.
If we take the claim for m"n!1 and multiply by c

(which is a unit multiple of w) we obtain




c


"c

u (modw).
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As we are working mod the annihilator of x we have w"0. We also have u"1 so u"u
and c

/u"w so c

u"w. We thus have




c


"w"v.
This equation is valid modulo the annihilator of x. We can thus rede"ne v to be


c


and we have x"vx as before.
It now follows that C(K,Q) is a quotient of the ring R

"

[c

,x, y]/J, where J is generated by
the elements c

, c

x, c

y, x#vx, y#vy, and xy#vx#vy#c

. It is not hard to
see that these generators give a GroK bner basis for J, and thus that the following list of monomials
forms a basis for R

over 

:
c


 i((q#q)/2	pc


i((q!q)/2	 ) x, y	.
This shows that the rank of R

over 

is (q#q)/2#2(q!q)/2"(3q!q)/2.
Over R

we have a divisor D with equation t#(c

#c

)t#c

"0, and points a and b with
coordinates x and y. We put c"a#b, so c has coordinate z :"x#

y. We claim that (D, a, b, c) is
a point ofX

(R

). To check this, we adjoin a point of D to R

, or equivalently work over the ring
R

"R

[w]/(w#(c

#c

)t#c

). The equation of D then factors as (t#w)(t#w ), where
w :"c

#c

#w. We need to check that
2a"2b"2c"0,
a#b#c"0,
D"[0],
D*D"[0]#[a]#[b]#[c],
D* [a]"D,
D* [b]"D
or equivalently
x"y"z"0,
x#

y#

z"0,
w#

w"0,
t(t#w)(t#w )"t(t#x)(t#y)(t#z),
(t#(x#

w))(t#(x#

w ))"(t#w)(t#w ),
(t#(y#

w))(t#(y#

w ))"(t#w)(t#w ).
This can all be checked by direct computation, which mostly consists of reversing arguments given
previously. It follows that there are no more relations in C(K,Q) apart from those listed for R

. 
Proof of Theorem 15.1. All that is left is to show that C(K,Q)"KBQ. It is well known (see for
example [15]) thatHH(Q;) is generated by Chern classes, and in particular is concentrated in even
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degrees. Let E be an integral lift of K, so E"

, and consider the Atiyah}Hirzebruch
spectral sequence HH(Q;EH)NEHBQ. The E term is concentrated in even bidegrees so the
spectral sequence collapses and we deduce that EHBQ is generated by Chern classes and is
concentrated in even degrees. The co"bration E P EPK gives rise to a short exact sequence
EH(BQ)/pPKH(BQ)Pann(p,EHBQ), using which one checks that EHBQ is free over 

and
KHBQ"EH(BQ)/p. It follows that KBQ is generated by Chern classes, so the map
C(K,Q)PKBQ is surjective. On the other hand, as EBQ is free, its rank is the same as the rank of
¸EBG over ¸, which is given by (Q)"(3q!q)/2. It follows thatKBG has rank (3q!q)/2
over 

, but this is the same as the rank of C(K,Q), so the epimorphism C(K,Q)PKBQ must
actually be an isomorphism. 
16. Extraspecial p-groups
In this section we de"ne a class of `extraspeciala p-groups (where p is an odd prime), depending
on an integer d'0. We show that for these groups the map : (G)P

(G) is injective but not
surjective unless d"1. It follows using Theorem 11.4 that the map : C(E,G)PEBG cannot be an
isomorphism for d'1.
Elsewhere we have studied in more detail the case where p"3 and d"1 and E is the 2-periodic
version of K(2). It is known from work of Tezuka and Yagita [14] that EBG"0, and it follows
from work of Hopkins et al. [6] that the rank of EBG over E is (G)"

(G)"105. We have
shown that the map : C(E,G)PEBG is surjective with a kernel of rank 3, so even in this case we
do not have an isomorphism. The calculation is highly intricate and will be published separately.
Let < be an elementary Abelian p-group of rank 2d equipped with a nondegenerate alternating
form b: <<P

. We will say that a subspace=)< is isotropic if b(u, v)"0 for all u, v3=.
Let G be the set 

< with the group operation (x, u) ) (y, v)"(x#y#b(u, v), u#v). This has
order p and exponent p, and it "ts in a central extension
Z"

P G P <.
In fact Z is the centre of G, and the noncentral conjugacy classes are the "bres of q over <0	, so
they all have order p. This gives p#p!1 conjugacy classes altogether.
We can evidently view R(<)"[<H] as a sub -ring of R(G).
De5nition 16.1. For any nontrivial character : ZPS, let () be the class function on G de"ned
by
()(g)"
p(g) if g3Z,
0 otherwise.
We also write 

for the regular representation of <, and 
	
for the regular representation of G.
The following result is standard, but we give a proof for completeness.
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Proposition 16.2. For each 3ZH1	, the class function () is an irreducible character. Moreover,
we have
R(G)"[<H]()  3ZH1		.
Proof. Choose a maximal isotropic subspace=)<, so =K

. Put H"q=)G, which is
isomorphic to Z= as a group because= is isotropic. Let r: HPZ be the projection and put
"ind	
*
rH. We claim that "(). To see this, "rst note that H is normal in G, so (g)"0 for
g H. Next, suppose that g3HZ, say g"(x,w) with w3=0	. Let ; be such that <"=;,
so ;K

and (0, u)(x,w)(0, u)"(x!2b(u,w),w). From the de"nitions we see that
(x,w)"
&
(x!2b(u,w), 0). The map uC(x!2b(u,w), 0) is a surjection from ; to Z, each of
whose "bres has the same order, and : ZPS is a nontrivial homomorphism; it follows easily that
(x,w)"0, as required. Finally, suppose that g3Z, say g"(x, 0). Then (0, u)(x, 0)(0, u)"(x, 0) so
(x, 0)"
&
(x, 0)"p(x, 0). This shows that "() as claimed, so () is a character. One
checks easily that (),()"G
+

p"1, so () is irreducible. As  runs over ZH1	 this
gives p!1 distinct irreducibles of degree p, and <H gives a further p distinct irreducibles of
degree 1. We have seen that G has p#p!1 conjugacy classes and thus p#p!1 irreducible
characters, so our list is complete. It follows that R(G)"[<H]()  3ZH1		 as claim-
ed. 
Lemma 16.3. Let C be cyclic of order p. Then
(p
 
)"
(

)#

((

)!(

))
 
if pk,


(

)
 
otherwise.
Proof. Let  be a generator of CH, so R(C)"[]/(!1) and 
 
"

. We have 
 
"
 
and so (
 
)"(
 
)"(
 
). If 0(k(p then  is also a generator, and it follows that (
 
)
is an integer multiple of 
 
. On the other hand, it is easy to check that (
 
)"(
 
)"1. If we put
A"1,
 
	 then A is a subring of R(C) (with 
 
"p
 
) and 

(
 
)3A[t] so


(p
 
)"

(
 
) also lies in A[t], say (
 
)"n

#m


 
. Moreover, if we work mod 
 
we
have 

(
 
)1#t so 

(p
 
)(1#t). Thus, if p divides k then n

"(

), and if p does not
divide k then n

"0. Moreover, by counting dimensions we see that n

#pm

"(

) for all k. The
lemma now follows easily. 
Proposition 16.4.
()"(),
()()"


if "1,
p() otherwise,
",
()"
p if pk,
() otherwise,
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(())"
(

)# 1
p
((

)!(

))

if pk,
1
p
(

)() otherwise.
Proof. Everything except for (()) can be done by easy manipulation of characters. For the
remaining case, it su$ces to check that the claimed equations hold when restricted to any cyclic
subgroup C)G. First consider the case C"Z, so 

restricts on C to the trivial representation of
degree p. Then () becomes p, so () becomes (

). Using this, it is easy to check that the
equations hold when restricted to Z.
Now suppose instead that C)G is a cyclic group not contained in Z (which implies that
C"p). Then 


 
"p
 
and ()
 
"p
 
for all 3ZH1	. Using Lemma 16.3 we
deduce that our equations for (()) are correct when restricted to C, as required. 
De5nition 16.5. For any homomorphism : <HP, put
c" 

H
[()]3[(1)]


and
;"u3[(1)]  u(u)"c	.
We also put ;"(, u)  u3;	.
Theorem 16.6. There is a natural bijection 

(G)";. The map : (G)P; is injective, and the
image is the set of pairs (, u)3; such that the image of the dual map H: HP< is isotropic.
The proof will follow after a lemma.
Lemma 16.7. Let : <HP be a homomorphism with image A of order p. If e'd then ;".
If e)d then ; is the set of elements of the form u"p'
 [c], where C runs over the cosets
of A in (1).
Proof. Put c"
[a]3[(1)] so that c"pc . Suppose u3; and that b3u. Put
v"[!b]u, so v3; and 03v. Thus 03(v) also, so v)v(v)"c"pc , so we can
write v"


n

[a] for suitable natural numbers n

. By looking at the multiplicity of [0] in the
equation v(v)"pc we see thatn"p. On the other hand, as v3[(1)] we have


n

"p. It follows that


(n

!p)"

n

!2p

n

#p

1"p!2p#p"0,
so n

"p for all a. If we now let C be the coset b#A we "nd that u"p
'
 
[c]. Conversely,
it is trivial to check that any element of this form lies in ; . 
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Proof of Theorem 16.6. Let  be the usual character xC e
, ofZ"/p. Given f: R(G)P[] it
is clear that the restriction of f to R(<)"[<H] gives a homomorphism : <HP(1) , and we
put u"f (())3[]

 . As f is a -ring homomorphism we have
u(u)"f (()())"f (

)"

[()],
so (, u)3;.
Conversely, suppose we start with (, u)3;. Let e and C be as in Lemma 16.7. We de"ne
a homomorphism f: R(G)P[] of additive groups by f ()"[()] for 3<H and
f (())"(u)"p 
'
 
[c]
for k3p. It is easy to check that this is a ring homomorphism that sends R

(G) to []

and
commutes with the Adams operations. As [] is torsion free it follows that f commutes with
-operations as well, so f3

(G). Clearly these constructions give the required bijection


(G)";.
Now suppose we have a homomorphism  : HPG. Then  (u)"((u),(u)) for some functions
: HP

and : HP<. As  and the projection q: GP< are homomorphisms we see that  is
a homomorphism. Let=)< be the image of , and put e"dim

=. As the image of  must be
commutative, it is not hard to see that= is isotropic, so e)d. As q=K

= as groups, we
see that  is also a homomorphism. If we conjugate (,) by (x, u)3G we get the homomorphism
(#,) where (t)"2b(u,(t)). As b is a perfect pairing,  can be any map HP

that factors
through , so (,) is conjugate to (,) if and only if 
" . Now let H:<HP be the
dual of  and put A"H(<H), so A"p. We also have a map H:H

P and thus a point
t"H()3(1). In R(

=)"[H

][=H] we have
()
!
"p
!
"p 

!H

and it follows that  H()"p


[t#a]3[]. Thus, if we write [ ] for the conjugacy class
of  then [ ]"(H, p


[t#a])3;. It follows that [ ] determines , and it also deter-
mines t modulo A, so it determines  modulo H(Hom(<,

)), so it determines the conjugacy class
[ ]. This proves that  is injective as claimed.We leave it to the reader to check that the image is as
described. 
17. An apparently more precise approach
There are some senses in which the -operations do not capture all possible information about
the representation theory of G, and it is reasonable to wonder whether a more accurate approxima-
tion to X(G) could be de"ned by taking more information into account. In this section we show
that this is not the case: we construct an approximation >(G) using all possible operations, and
show that it is the same as X

(G).
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De5nition 17.1. Let G be the category of Lie groups and continuous homomorphisms, and let GM be
the quotient category in which conjugate homomorphisms are identi"ed. LetN be the set of "nite
sequences n

"(n

,2, n) with n
3. For n
3N we put GL(n

)"


GL (n


,) and
R(n

,G)"


R


(G)"GM (G, GL(n

)).
We makeN into a category by puttingN(n

,m

)"G(GL(n

),GL(m

)), and we letNM be the category
with the same objects and with morphisms NM (n

,m

)"GM (GL(n

), GL(m

)); clearly this gives
a covariant functor n

CR(n

,G) from NM to sets.
Next, let ¹(n

) be the evident maximal compact torus in GL(n

), so ¹(n

)K

S where
N"


n


. Let=(n

) be the Weyl group of¹(n

), so=(n

)K





. We can thus form the scheme
D(n

)"Hom(¹(n

)H,)/=(n

)"


Div


().
By elementary arguments in representation theory we see that any homomorphism
f: GL(n

)PGL(m

) is conjugate to one that sends ¹(n

) into ¹(m

), and that the resulting map
¹(n

)P¹(m

) is unique up to the action of =(m

). Using this, it is easy to make the assignment
n

CD(n

) into a functor NM PX

.
Finally, we de"ne a functor >(G) from discrete O

-algebras to sets by putting
>(G)(A)"[NM , Sets](R(!,G),D(!)(A)).
Theorem 17.2. There is a natural isomorphism >(G)KX

(G).
Before proving this, we relate >(G) to an auxiliary model involving unitary groups rather than
general linear groups.
De5nition 17.3. Let GI be the quotient of G in which homomorphisms u, v: ;P< are identi"ed if
u
-
is conjugate to v
-
for every compact subgroup K);. (For example, the homomorphism
u: GL(1)PGL(1) given by u(z)"z becomes trivial in GI .) LetNI be the category with the same
objects as N and morphismsNI (n

,m

)"GI (GL(n

), GL(m

)). As G and ¹(n

) are compact, it is clear
that the functors R(!,G) and D(!) factor through NI , and thus that
>(G)(A)"[NI , Sets](R(!,G),D(!)(A)).
Lemma 17.4. Let K be a compact Lie group, and let v,w: KP;(d) be continuous homomorphisms. If
v and w are conjugate in GL(d), then they are conjugate in ;(d).
Proof. The statement can easily be translated as follows: let < and= be "nite-dimensional vector
spaces over  equipped with actions of G and invariant Hermitian inner products. Then if there
exists an equivariant isomorphism f: <P=, then f can be chosen to preserve the inner products.
To see this, we "rst recall some facts about invariant Hermitian products. For any complex
vector space < we let <M be the same set with the conjugate action of , and let <M H be the dual of <M .
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The set of Hermitian products  on < bijects with the set of isomorphisms : <P<M H satisfying
certain symmetry and positivity conditions. For any representation < one can always choose an
invariant Hermitian product so < is equivariantly isomorphic to <M H. For each irreducible
representation S we "x a Hermitian product 

on S; Schur's lemma implies that Hom
-
(S,SM H)"


and that any other invariant Hermitian product is a positive scalar multiple of 

.
Now let  be a Hermitian product on< and suppose that <"<

<

and Hom
-
(<

,<

)"0.
Then Hom
-
(<

,<M H

)"0 and
Hom
-
(<

,<M H

)"Hom
-
(<M H

,<

)H"Hom
-
(<

,<

)H"0
so the equivariant isomorphism : <P<M H must have the form 



for some 


: <


P<M H


.
This implies that <

and <

are orthogonal with respect to .
Now let S

,2, S be the distinct irreducible representations that occur in <. Then there is
a unique decomposition <"<

2<

, where <


K
S


for some d


and thus
Hom
-
(<


,<

)"0 when iOj. By the previous paragraph, the subspaces<


are orthogonal to each
other. As Hom
-
(S


, SM H


)"


, we "nd that the restriction of  to<


has the form 





for some
Hermitian product 


on
 . By Gram-Schmidt, the space (
 ,


) is isomorphic to
 with its usual
Hermitian product, so (<


, 


) is equivariantly and isometrically isomorphic to the orthogonal
direct sum of d


copies of (S


,


). This means that the numbers d


determine the isometric
isomorphism type of <, and the lemma follows immediately. 
Lemma 17.5. There are natural bijections
NI (n

,m

)"GM (;(n

), GL(m

))"GM (;(n

),;(m

)),
where ;(n

)"


;(n


) GL(n

).
Proof. It is easy to reduce to the case where the list m

has length 1, say m

"(d). As any
representation of ;(n

) admits a Hermitian inner product, we see that the map
GM (;(n

),;(d))PGM (;(n

),GL(d)) is surjective. It is also injective by Lemma 17.4. Similarly, by
considering invariant Hermitian products we see that if K is compact and u: KPGL(n

) then u is
conjugate to a homomorphism KP;(n

). By applying this to the inclusion map, we see that any
compact subgroup of GL(n

) is conjugate to a subgroup of ;(n

). It follows that any two homomor-
phisms v,w: GL(n

)PGL(d) are identi"ed in GI (GL(n

),GL(d)) i! their restrictions to ;(n

) are
conjugate, so we have a well-de"ned and injective restriction mapNI (n

, d)PGM (;(n

),GL(d)). It is an
easy consequence of the theory of roots and so on that any representation of;(n

) extends uniquely
to a complex-analytic representation of GL(n

), so our restriction map is also surjective. 
Proof of Theorem 17.2. Consider a point g3>(G)(A), in other words a natural transformation
g

: R(n

,G)PD(n

)(A) for n

3N. By putting together the maps
g

: R

(G)"R(d,G)PD(d)(A)"Div

()(A),
we get a function f: R(G)PDiv()(A). Next, for any d, e*0 we have projections
GL(d)QGL(d, e)PGL(e) and we can use the resulting maps to identify R((d, e),G) with
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R

(G)R

(G) and D(d, e)(A) with Div

()(A)Div

()(A) and g

with g

g

. There are
evident maps : GL(d, e)PGL(d#e) and : GL(d, e)PGL(de), and using the naturality of
g with respect to these maps we "nd that f is a semiring homomorphism. Similarly, we have maps
: GL(d)PGL((

)) in GM and the naturality of g with respect to these maps implies that f commutes
with -operations. It is clear that f (R

(G))-Div

()(A), so f3X

(G)(A). We de"ne a map
: >(G)PX

(G) by (g)"f. Because g

"g

2g

we see that  is injective.
Now suppose we start with a point f3X

(G)(A). Let g

: R(d,G)PD(d)(A) be the restriction of
f: R(G)PDiv()(A), and put
g

"g

2g

: R(n

,G)PD(n

)(A).
We need to check that this gives a natural transformation. As R(m

,G)"


R(m


,G) and
D(m

)(A)"


D(m


)(A), it su$ces to check naturality for maps u: n

Pd inNI , or equivalently (by
Lemma 17.5) for homomorphisms u: ;(n

)PGL(d). We need to show that the left-hand square in
the following diagram commutes:
The right-hand square commutes and the two right-hand horizontal maps are injective so it
su$ces to show that the two composite maps R(n

,G)PDiv()(A) are the same. We call these two
maps (u) and (u). Let F be the set of all functions from R(n

,G) to Div()(A), thought of as a ring
with pointwise operations. It is formal to check that (u#v)"(u)#(v) and (uv)"(u)(v), so
 is a homomorphism of semirings from R(;(n

)) to Div()(A). It can thus be extended to a ring
mapR(;(n

))PDiv()(A), and the same applies to . It is well known that R(;(n

))"


R(;(n


)) so
it su$ces to check that " on R(;(n


)) for all i. This reduces us to the case where n

"(e) say. It is
also well-known that R(;(e))"[,2, ][()], so it su$ces to check that ()"(), which
is true because f is a homomorphism of -rings.
This shows that g3>(G)(A), and clearly (g)"f. Thus  is surjective and hence an isomor-
phism. 
18. A result on restrictions of characters
We conclude with a proof of the following result, which was used in Example 9.4. As mentioned
there, the result is originally due to Gallagher [3].We believe that the proof o!ered here is new, and
it may be more congenial to topologists.
Theorem 18.1. Let G be a xnite group with a normal subgroup N such that N is coprime to G/N.
Then the restriction map R(G)PR(N)	 is surjective.
The proof will follow after some preliminary results.
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Lemma 18.2. LetH be a group, and let=,X,> beH-sets, with equivariant maps= #PX Q>. Then
there is an equivariant map fI : =P> with q fI"f iw for each w3= there exists y3> with q(y)"f (w)
and stab
*
(y)*stab
*
(w).
Proof. Write= as a disjoint union of orbits. 
Lemma 18.3. Let G and N be as above, and let : NPGL(<) be an irreducible representation of
N whose character is stable under G. Then there is a homomorphism : GPGL(<) extending .
Proof. Suppose g3G, and de"ne $: NPGL(<) by $(x)"(gxg). By hypothesis, this has the
same character as , so there exists an intertwining operator : <P< such that $(x)"(x)
for all x3N. As < is an irreducible representation of N we see that Aut

(<)" and thus  is
unique up to multiplication by a scalar matrix. We can thus de"ne a map : GPPGL(<) by
(g)"[]; this is a homomorphism making the following diagram commute.
Put n"N and d"dim(<). As < is irreducible we know that d divides n. Put
>"3GL(<)  det()"1	, and note that 
: >PPGL(<) is surjective and (N) >. LetN act
on G by (x, y) ) g"xgy and on GL(<) by (x, y) ) "(x)(y).
We claim that there is an N-equivariant map : GP> such that 
" and " on N.
Clearly G"NP (GN) as N-sets and : NP> is N-equivariant, so it su$ces to de"ne  on
GN. Fix g3GN, and choose  as before. After multiplying by a suitable scalar, we may assume
that det()"1 so 3>. By Lemma 18.2, it will su$ce to show that stab

(g) stab

(). Suppose
that (x, y) stabilises g, so xgy"g, so y"gxg. By the de"nition of  we have (y)"(x),
or in other words (x)(y)", so (x, y) stabilises , as required.
Now de"ne : GP> by (g, h)"(h)(gh)(g). Clearly 
(g, h)"1, and the kernel of

: >PGL(<) is the groupC

of ndth roots of unity, so we can regard  as a map GPC

. As  is
equivariant, it is easy to check that (xg, hy)"(g, h) for x, y3N, so we get an induced map
M : (G/N)PC

. One also sees directly that for g, h, k3G/N we have
M (h,k)M (gh, k)M (g, hk)M (g, h)"1,
so M is a 2-cocycle. On the other hand, nd divides n and thus is coprime to G/N, so we
have H(G/N;C

)"0. We can thus choose a function : G/NPC

such that
(g, h)"(h)(gh)(g) for all g, h3G. By putting g"h"1 we see that (1)"1 and thus
(x)"1 for x3N. We de"ne (g)"(g)(g); this clearly gives a homomorphism GPGL(<)
with 

", as required. 
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Proof of Theorem 18.1. For each irreducible representation  of N, let  denote the sum of the
inequivalent G-conjugates of . Any G-invariant character is a direct sum of copies of the
characters of the representations , so it su$ces to show that  extends to a representation of G.
Let H be the stabiliser of 	 , so N¢H)G. Lemma 18.3 implies that  can be extended to
a representation  ofH, and one sees from the Mackey formula that res	

ind	
*
()K, so ind	
*
() is
the required extension of . 
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